Goodbye,
Hello

The national year of
communication 2011
and beyond

In 2011 The Communication Trust
delivered Hello - the national year of
communication, in partnership with the
Government’s Communication Champion.
The campaign was supported by BT
and Pearson Assessment and backed
by the Department for Education and
Department of Health.
Hello aimed to do this by making children’s speech, language and
communication a priority in homes, early years settings and schools
across the country over 2011, by sharing effective strategies and
leaving meaningful long-term benefits.

This report tells the story of that year, setting
out what was achieved and what remains to
be done to ensure the ultimate vision...

Hello aimed also to provide tangible improvements for the 1.2 million
children and young people with speech, language and communication
needs (SLCN), including more support for parents and carers, early
identification of difficulties and earlier referral to specialist support.

What we wanted to do:

...that every child is
properly supported
as they learn to
communicate.
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Position speech, language and communication as the key to fulfilling
potential and to build recognition that they are skills that need to be
learned
Increase information and improve signposting for those children,
young people and their families affected by long-term SLCN
Improve information on speech, language and communication and
SLCN and empower the children’s workforce to support the needs of
the children they work with
Engage young people (aged 14-19) directly with the national year to
ensure they have the communication skills needed for work and life
Provide a clear increase in understanding of the importance of
this agenda amongst decision and policy makers nationally and
practitioners and commissioners locally
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Hello sought to make a difference
to how children and young people
were supported to communicate
because of the massive potential
impact on overall life chances.
Hello aimed to make children and
young people’s communication
everybody’s business and to give
a range of audiences access to
information, tools and resources
which they could use to play their
part in helping children and young
people communicate to the best
of their ability.
By using themes for the
messaging and activities, Hello
created and built on its own
momentum and put children’s
communication on the agenda
nationally and locally.
All of these children will benefit

1.2 million children and young
people struggle to communicate.

• 200 local co-ordinators up and
down the country, running
Hello related activities in local
authorities and acting as local
advocates for speech, language
and communication issues
• Local multi-agency groups set
up to run the year continuing to
co-ordinate activity
• Extended delivery of Talk
of the Town: an evidenced
approach to children and young
people’s speech, language and
communication from 3-19
based on the needs of the local
community
• The continued delivery of
Communication Ambassadors, a
model of recruiting and supporting
local volunteers to act as local
influencers with other parents to
support young children’s speech,
language and communication

from early identification of
• Commissioning for clusters of
their needs and support to
primary schools in A Chance To
communicate to the best of their
Talk; a universal, targeted and
ability. Everyone involved in their
specialist approach to SLCN
lives has a role to play. Hello
played its part in giving the people • No Pens Day Wednesday was
who surround children and young
repeated in 2012, attracting
people the tools to carry out that
1,100 schools and nearly half
role and created a buzz around
a million children to put down
the importance of communication
their pens and pick up their
to unlocking children and young
language
people’s potential.
• Yearly award ceremony, Shine
Hello developed a strong legacy
a Light, to highlight, share and
for continuing to build on the
encourage best practice within
work to support children and
the speech, language and
young people’s speech, language
communication sector
and communication. Though
the year has ended, many of its
Hello has given parents and
activities and outputs will have a
professionals a range of
lasting presence and impact;
accessible information on
developing children’s speech,
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language and communication,
spotting signs of difficulties and
where to turn for help. It has
enabled approaches to embed
communication into classrooms
and to support evidenced
approaches to early identification
and positive outcomes for
children with SLCN.
The Talking Point website was
also improved to become a one
stop shop website for information
on children’s communication
development
www.talkingpoint.org.uk.
Hello gave us BT’s Talk Gym, a
Facebook application and online resources to help teenagers
assess and develop their
communication skills.
The www.talkingtrouble.info
micro site, was also developed to
provide a simplified explanation
of SLCN and signposts to
Talking Point for more detailed
information.
Hello also produced multimedia
content which we can continue to
use. This content can also be used
by anyone promoting speech,
language and communication
and wanting to know how to spot
and support SLCN. This includes
an animated film explaining the
issues and impacts of SLCN and a
short film of interviews with seven
children and young people with
communication needs.
Alongside this there is also a new
CBeebies television programme for
2-4 year olds, Raa Raa the Noisy
Lion, which actively promotes
language development and cowatching with parents and carers.

A massive bank of resources were
developed and remain available for
parents and professionals to learn
more about why it’s important
to help children communicate,
what they can do and who can
help them if they need it. A range
of new projects and approaches
to supporting children and young
people were developed, tried and
tested as part of the campaign.
These projects and approaches
had an immediate impact on those
involved and will be able to support
more children by providing models
for future work in communities
across the country, based on the
needs of local communities and the
other work going on in an area.
Hello may now be over but the
work to ensure that every child is
supported to be fully understood
needs to continue. A huge
number of people were engaged
and continue actively working to
improve the support available to
help children communicate.
The 47 organisations that make
up the Trust’s Communication
Consortium provided invaluable
support throughout the year
bringing expertise, networks,
ideas and enthusiasm to help
us deliver on our objectives and
achieve a lasting legacy.
So, for now we say goodbye
Hello but we know that there’s
more to be done to support every
child and young person to be
understood.
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Foreword from the
Communication
Champion

There is undoubtedly now a greater
awareness of the importance of
communication and language skills
as key for children’s success in
learning and in life

One of the greatest privileges in my two years as the Government’s
Communication Champion for children was the chance to work with
The Communication Trust on the national year of communication the 2011 Hello campaign.
I have many wonderful memories of the national year. I vividly recall
standing in Sheffield’s city centre singing ‘Heads, shoulders, knees
and toes’ for five minutes alongside local dignitaries and around
1,300 children, families and practitioners. All were playing their part
in I CAN’s successful attempt to set a new Guinness World Record™
for the largest ever number of people singing the song at one time. I
was really pleased that the National Literacy Trust’s Talk to Your Baby
campaign reached over 17 million people and parents made lovely
pledges like ‘I will talk to my daughter more when pushing her around
town in the buggy, regardless of how mad I may look.’
Then there was the launch of a new CBeebies programme created
especially for the national year, the Shine a Light awards celebrating
the brilliant achievements of young people with speech, language
and communication needs and those who support them, and No Pens
Day Wednesday when thousands of children and young people across
the country put down their pens and spent a whole day learning
through talk.
Perhaps most of all I enjoyed hearing about the great ideas local
areas came up with to celebrate Hello – nursery karaoke, bedtime
story telling sessions in children’s centres, ‘No Telly Tuesday’, a
supermarket ‘Trolley Challenge’ for families, ‘Speech on the Beach’
summer events, and a new Communication Champion role in schools
and early years settings. The creativity was amazing.
All this took place in really difficult times. Conceived in happier
economic circumstances, by the time it began the national year
had to make its mark with very limited national resources, albeit
supplemented by the fantastic support from BT and Pearson
Assessment. Locally, the professionals who took part were almost
always in the midst of restructuring and not sure if they would be in
post next week, next month or next year.
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Despite the challenges, as this report
makes clear, Hello was a great success
and has left a lasting legacy. There is
undoubtedly now a greater awareness of
the importance of communication and
language skills as key for children’s success
in learning and in life. Parents and all those
who work with children are more able to
spot if a child’s language isn’t developing
as it should and take swift action.
Language and communication are now
increasingly embedded in national policy.
The national year worked at many levels.
Not just a huge national awareness-raising
campaign, it also included trialling and
rigorously evaluating local strategic initiatives
like Talk of the Town, A Chance to Talk and
Communication Ambassadors. These have
shown real results and provided replicable
models that can now be implemented more
widely.
For all of this, The Communication Trust
deserves high praise. The team there are
creative, clever and above all fast – able
to go from a germ of an idea to full scale
action in a matter of days. They were a joy
to work with, and I thank them with all my
heart. I look forward, too, to their further
successes in a landscape where much has
been achieved but much remains to be
done if every child is to get the support
they need as they learn to communicate.
Jean Gross CBE
Communication Champion

Introduction from the Chair
of The Communication Trust
The Communication Trust is delighted to have
been able to co-ordinate Hello, working with
such impressive partners and supporters.
Founded in 2007, The Trust is the leading
coalition of organisations working to support
children and young people’s communication.
We focus on helping all children achieve
their communication potential, especially
supporting those who struggle.
We are practical and pragmatic - we work
with those who work with children and
young people and their families. We look for
good practice, what works, and we develop,
evaluate and promote ways of working which
help children be understood.
The legacy of Hello will continue with
the work of the Trust in future years. The
lessons of Hello will be acted upon and the
enthusiasm it created across the country will
be harnessed.
The importance of the ability to communicate
is often, but never should be, underestimated.
Unless we can be understood by others we
will face challenges daily. All children deserve
and should receive support to develop their
skills. Some children need and should have
more support. All children deserve to be
understood.
Adrian Hosford
Chair, The Communication Trust
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Why it’s important to
make communication
everyone’s business

‘…there is grossly inadequate recognition across society of the
importance of communication development, let alone the active
steps needed to facilitate it. It is a skill which has to be taught, honed
and nurtured. Yet… children’s ability to communicate, to speak and
understand [is] taken for granted’ (The Bercow Report, A Review of
Services for Children and Young People (0–19) with Speech, Language
and Communication Needs, 2008.)
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Almost everything we do
involves speech, language
communication. Everyday tasks,
having a conversation, making
friends, sorting out problems and
having fun all rely on our ability to
communicate. Crucially, speech,
language and communication are
also essential skills for enabling
children and young people to
learn.
Being able to say what you want
and to understand what others
are saying are the most important
skills we need in life. Yet many
people take communication for
granted. For some children and
young people, communicating
with others is difficult, they
have speech, language and
communication needs – SLCN.
Speech, language and
communication develop
gradually, based on good
attention, listening and play
skills. They develop from infancy,
throughout childhood and
continue through adolescence.
Speech, language and
communication skills are the
building blocks for learning.
Children use their knowledge of
speech sounds in learning to read
and spell. They use the words
they know to understand what
they hear, to share what they
think and to ask questions. These
words and concepts are vital for
making sense of new information
or ideas that they are finding
out about. Children and young
people’s interactions with adults
and their peers are crucial in
supporting their learning.

As well as being vital for
learning, speech, language
and communication skills are
essential across a child’s life - to
make friends, sort out problems
and share experiences. It is
important for parents and other
adults to know how important
communication is for the children
in their lives and to know how
to nurture these fundamentally
important skills.
This means a focus on
communication is vital in our
homes and in every school and
setting where children and young
people play, learn and interact.
In turn, this demands a skilled
workforce who can show how
these skills work and give children
lots of practice to become
excellent communicators.
It also means being able to spot
those children who are struggling,
early and accurately and to give
them the support they need to
communicate to the best of their
ability.
This applies to parents and
families, and to the children
and young people’s workforce.
It also applies to those working
specifically with children and
young people who are more likely
to struggle to make
themselves understood.
Before Hello started its activities,
knowledge around the
importance of communication
and how to support it’s
development were tested. This
information informed the year’s
programme of work and focus.
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Our survey said...
In response to a OnePoll survey in 2011,

76% of the 6,000 people

surveyed said it was

‘crucial for children’s
speech and language
development to be
supported and
encouraged’

When asked how many children and young people they thought
would have communication difficulties in the UK, only 19% answered
correctly, stating over 1 million. The highest response rate, 24%
estimated the figure at 100,000.
Understanding of the lasting impact of SLCN was also shown to be
poor in this poll.
When asked what percentage of children with communication
difficulties they thought would ‘catch up’ to their peers:

30% thought 50% of children would do this
When asked to rank the three most important groups
whose responsibility it is to encourage speech, language
and communication skills in children and young people:

85%

said parent

and family members

66% said early years professionals
64% said schools

27% thought 20% would catch up
25% thought 70% of children would catch up
3% thought all children with communication difficulties would catch
up to their peers

This was further evidenced by the highest response rate to another
poll question where of the people who met a 7 year old that couldn’t
talk properly would think:

Yet, when asked if they thought they would recognise a
child with a speech, language and communication need:

‘They were a bit slow
at talking, but would
catch up’

50% “No but think I would have an instinct something was wrong”
24% “Yes, the child would sound different”
20% “Yes, they would act like a much younger child”
14%

“I wouldn’t have a clue”

6% “Yes, they would be speaking English as an additional language”

‘There was
something wrong
or they were a bit
odd’

5% “Yes, the child would be in a wheelchair or have an obvious
physical difficulty”

showing a wide range of levels of understanding of what
speech, language and communication needs are, their
nature and how to identify them.
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Understanding typical speech, language and communication
development was central to people’s identification of difficulties with
their child. For example, when asked

“If you were worried about your child’s communication,
at what stage would you ask for help?”

In addition to the OnePoll survey commissioned to get a baseline
of knowledge prior to the start of activities, information was used
from the YouGov survey commissioned in 2009 by the Office of
the Communication Champion. This determined the themes for
information and support targeted at parents and those to whom they
would go to for support should they identify their child as having SLCN.
Of those parents in the survey who had a child who had experienced
any difficulties learning to talk or understanding speech (17%):

‘As soon as I
was concerned’

‘If my child was very
different compared to
other children of the
same age’

The actions of others accounted for 11% of responses:
8% “If the nursery staff said something to me”
3% “If my family or friend made a comment”
2% “Would wait till they got to school”
In response to being asked whether there should be more
information available on how children develop speech, language and
communication, 42% said “Yes, it would be helpful” and 27% “Yes, very
much so”.
In relation to accessing information on general communication
development:
38% would/did get this from the internet
19% from “My health visitor”
14% “Would ask my parents”
12% from “Books and magazines”
5% “Would talk to my friends”
4% from “Doctors surgery” and
2% “Would ask my grandparents”
showing a variety of sources which people would use for support.
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40% identified difficulties by comparing their child to others of the
same age or to their older children
18% had difficulties pointed out by a professional
17% said it was obvious their child was not communicating
15% cited “Others”
13% “Knew the communication milestones and knew my child was
not reaching them”
54% got help from a speech and language therapist
33% from nursery or playgroup staff
24% from a teacher
14% from a health visitor
36% said it was fairly easy to get help
23% said it was very easy to get help
10% found it both neither easy nor difficult
8% found it very difficult
44% found the help they got fairly useful
35% very useful
11% not very useful
2% not useful at all
The national year of communication came at a time when
understanding of the essential role of speech, language and
communication in children’s overall life chances was low and their
parents did not know what to look out for or how to get extra help if
needed.
Hello therefore commenced a programme of activity which sought
to build on a low level of understanding of the centrality of speech,
language and communication and support the people who surround
children and young people to build on their own skills.

Goodbye, Hello : The national year of communication 2011 and the challenges ahead
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Creating a society that
values the development
of good communication
skills as a way to live
life to the full

In order to raise awareness of the importance
of speech, language and communication
and to improve knowledge of the signs of
a difficulty, Hello undertook an integrated
campaign utilising a range of approaches,
tactics, channels, and audiences to get the
message about communication to as many
people as possible.
The campaign aimed to create and build
momentum, staging and arranging the
messages into themes to build on knowledge
and ensure a constant flow of information
throughout the year. The campaign also
utilised people to create and build this
momentum, including those who already had
a level of experience, interest and passion
about communication, to mobilise their
involvement, and so improve the knowledge
of others.

Making communication a local issue
A central activity in building awareness of the
campaign and the issues was the recruitment
and support of local co-ordinators to act as
champions for the campaign in local areas
across the country.
Hello was created as a grassroots campaign
that local communities could use and build on
to promote the importance of communication
and the needs of those with speech, language
and communication needs (SLCN). Local
practitioners passionate about the issue
saw the campaign as a once in a lifetime
opportunity and were keen to give their time.
This was an essential element in ensuring the
widest reach and success of the campaign.
The Hello campaign ran during a time of
massive change for leaders and practitioners.
The backdrop for the campaign at local
level was characterised by reductions in
budgets, changes to service criteria and
reforms nationally and locally to how services
supported children and young people,
including how they should work with other
agencies.
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Supporting local communities, and
particularly members of the children’s
workforce and local decision makers, was also
essential if Hello was going to create tangible
differences and create a legacy. Packages
of support were developed to help their
engagement and resources were developed to
support key messages, information giving and
calls to action. Local areas were encouraged
to share their campaign stories through the
campaign website and to share developments
locally that could be useful both nationally
and to other local areas.

Our local co-ordinators
To kickstart this local focus, The
Communication Trust and Communication
Champion Jean Gross ran five regional events
in January and February 2011 in London,
Leeds, Manchester, Bristol and Leicester to
engage local practitioners, decision makers
and parents, with the aim of creating an
army of Hello local co-ordinators. Over the
course of three weeks the Trust shared key
messages and tools to support local partners,
distributing over 6,000 Hello materials and
many more from the Trust’s Consortium
and campaign sponsors, with nearly 600
practitioners and decision makers across the
country.

From these events over 200
local co-ordinators were recruited
The Communication Champion also held
meetings during 2011 with 127 local
authorities in England and with schools,
colleges, universities and other settings to
engage supporters in the campaign and
learnings from these were fed into the
campaign.
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Local co-ordinators played a key role in raising
awareness, establishing local partnerships
and sharing resources and best practice.
They were well placed to deliver the aims and
objectives of Hello as they worked in local
authority, health and education settings.
Early in the campaign, the Vodafone World
of Difference initiative supported Hello
by providing three speech and language
therapists for eight weeks to support the local
co-ordinators.

Local engagement focussed on:
• Providing simple messages to support
understanding of the issue which could
be used by local and national partners
• Providing key information and
resources about speech, language and
communication and SLCN
• Providing tools and strategies to
take action, either by joining in with
the campaign or through their work
supporting children and families

Evaluation of the work and engagement
of the local co-ordinators showed that this
approach reaped positive results in building
capacity and awareness locally and in
harnessing interest and opportunities.

• Encouraging local leaders and
communities to engage with the
campaign, encouraging all levels of
engagement possible
The Trust pledged to provide supporters
and local co-ordinators with everything
they needed to engage with Hello to best
effect. This was epitomised through the
Hello All Together Now planning toolkit,
released early in the campaign. Other items
including interactive calendars, key message
documents, media guides and online
communications toolkits, which made up a
portfolio of resources.

85% of local co-ordinators felt Hello was a
success, 87% felt Hello focused on the right
issues and 74% felt the campaign supported
their work. These figures are encouraging
given the context of upheaval and major
service change which characterised the
year for many of the areas involved in the
campaign.

87%

felt Hello focused
on the right issues

85%

of local
coordinators felt
Hello was a success
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74%

felt the
campaign
supported their
work

Levels of engagement
Make a difference in your practice
Do you know what to expect at different ages and stages - go onto the
talking point website and see whether the children you are working with are
developing good language skills

Make a
difference
In your practice

Make a
splash!

Make a splash in your setting
Is your setting communication friendly?
Are spaces to encourage children to communicate?
Do adults know how best to encourage good communication skills?
Go to www.hello.org.uk and see a range of information and resources to
enable communication friendly settings

In your setting

Change the world!
Attend our regional events - set up
your own local events

Change the world
Can you set up a multiagency group? Are you able to set up a local
conference? Attend the TCT regional events to share your plans and get
more ideas.

Levels of engagement with the campaign
for local impact and rollout were high. Over
half of co-ordinators were involved in local
steering groups and the majority set up
multi-agency planning groups. 77% of coordinators enhanced systems and structures
in their area and over 60% reported plans to
continue these structures into 2012, showing
the legacy of the impact of mobilising local
activity and engagement in Hello. Over
half reported they established structures
or systems from scratch as part of Hello,
evidencing the ability of the campaign to
stimulate activity and momentum using local
champions for lasting effect.

77%

of co-ordinators
enhanced systems
and structures in
their area

15% of co-ordinators reported high levels of
activity, with over 30 events taking place in
their local areas. Nearly 40% of co-ordinators
reported that up to 1,000 parents and carers
attended their events.
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Hello from Carol Anne Howe,
North Yorks Talks

I signed up as a Hello local co-ordinator
as we had been waiting for a national
year since the Bercow Review and when
the chance to get involved arrived we
jumped on it as we knew it would help us
improve our service. We convened North
Yorks Talks, a multi-agency planning
group with a specific focus on ensuring
the whole children’s workforce recognised
that developing communication skills was
a key part of their role, whatever their job
title.
We disseminated Hello materials to 1,000
early years’ settings and 381 schools and
special schools, 37 children’s centres had

communication as their main theme for
the year and we reached about 4,000
members of the children’s workforce for
training.
Our Hello legacy is that North Yorks Talks
is continuing to play a lead role in the
development of ongoing communication
based projects across the county.
It has given communication a really high
profile at County Council and Children’s
Trust Board level and has given us the
impetus we needed to write a North
Yorkshire Strategy for Speech, Language
and Communication.

Hello from Marie Lowe,

Every Sheffield Child Articulate and Literate
Every Sheffield Child Articulate and
Literate (ESCAL) created a city-wide
3-wave approach to the development
of speech and language, securing the
involvement of a range of agencies and
partners. We held some high-profile
city events, such as the Mad Hatter’s
Talk Picnic (involving more than 1,000
children), we used our Family Time
Campaign to support children’s language
in the home and our top-tips posters for
new parents were distributed by health
visitors and published in the local paper,
reaching 40,000 readers. In total we
reached about 50,000 families.
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I became a Hello co-ordinator because
the campaign gave impetus, energy, fresh
ideas and networking opportunities to
the work we had already begun. I really
appreciated the high-quality resources
and the national profile Hello brought to
the development of speech, language and
communication.
The Hello campaign reinforced our
commitment to developing our speech
and language strategy and it gave us
national backing, as well as practical ideas
and support.

Hello from Janet Cooper,

Stoke Speaks Out

I became a Hello local co-ordinator as
the campaign fit so well with what we’re
trying to achieve locally. Our multi-agency
Early Years Team works to support settings
in offering high quality support to children,
especially around early communication.
Having a national year gave us the
backing and credibility to our work which
is needed, particularly in times of budget
cuts and funding uncertainty.
It was great to have national messages
which linked so well to our local issues and
the resources developed were really good
quality. We already had an established

network across Stoke-on-Trent so it was
easy to share the Hello messages out to
them all. Our practitioners benefitted from
all the extra research and resources which
were made available by the campaign.
Winning a Shine a Light Award as MultiAgency Team of the Year, as well as an
Outstanding Achievement Award, was the
icing on the cake for us and we feel very
proud to have been part of the year.

Hello from Sarah Woodhams,
Swindon

d
I took on the co-ordinator role, assiste
our
by two colleagues, as it was similar to
role working with children’s centres. The
s,
Hello campaign provided us with idea
in
resources and motivation, particularly
working with local media.
We used the Hello monthly themes to
en
direct our activities, so in October – wh
the theme was ‘Not just words’ - we
held an alternative and augmentative
communication (AAC) day, handed
out the Hello AAC booklet and invited
to
councillors, MPs and senior managers
h
use AAC devices and to discuss AAC wit
the local newspaper.

nce
We were able to promote the importa
ech
of good communication skills and spe
er
and language therapy in the local pap
g
five times throughout the year, ensurin
we reached the general public with our
and
campaign as well as parents, children
practitioners.
ly
The highlight of our year was being high
commended ‘Team of the Year’ for our
n’s
training and support to staff in childre
, at
centres and other early year’s settings
the Shine a Light awards.
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A journey

through

85%

communication

An integral element of Hello was raising
awareness of the issues and ensuring
the profile of speech, language and
communication and SLCN was higher than
ever before.
The aim was to provide simple messages that
could be easily understood and could be used
by local and national partners to:
• Improve understanding of speech, language
and communication
• Highlight the issue and numbers of children
with SLCN
• Provide audiences with the tools and
strategies to take action, by joining the
campaign and / or through their work
supporting children and families with SLCN

of local co-ordinators
felt monthly themes
were relevant and
helpful

The monthly themes
In order to ensure these key messages
reached the right audiences, Hello was
structured into 12 monthly themes designed
to:

The themes were selected as those essential
to an understanding of speech, language
and communication and SLCN and aimed to
challenge information and awareness gaps.

• Take target audiences on a journey through
the issue of communication

Through this method the campaign developed
and built on its own momentum with audiences,
engaging people in a relationship with the
campaign and with communication. The
monthly themes enabled a focus on different
aspects of the issue and to the work supporters
undertook, whilst ensuring continuity and
cohesion

• Ensure momentum and cohesion across the
campaign
• Support local stakeholders to promote the
campaign and get involved
Each monthly theme focused on a specific
aspect of communication and contained
regular elements to ensure consistency across
the length and breadth of the campaign:
• Clear messages around a specific aspect of
communication development
• A milestone event or call to action
• Information and practical resources
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Timing of the themes also correlated with
other events and activities related to children’s
communication at that time - including
activities to focus on speech, language and
communication in the school holidays and
a focus on augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC) during the international
AAC awareness month.
85% of local coordinators felt monthly themes
were relevant and helpful.

The monthly themes were:
January
Hello, don’t take communication for granted
February and March
Early chatter matters – from bump to birth
and beyond
April
It’s not just about talking
May
Good communication begins at home
June
Imagine life for those that struggle
July
Skills for work, life and play
August
Talk and go
September
Back to school
October
Not just words

• Local dimensions reflecting activities in local
communities

November
Celebrating communication

• PR and communications work

December
Talk to the future
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Milestone events- creating a calendar of
communication activity
A range of milestone events were developed to engage our target
audiences as we progressed through the year. These events spanned
the year and linked with the monthly themes. Events included existing
and established events, in addition to new events specifically created
for Hello.

Chatterbox Challenge

National Family Week

No Pens Day Wednesday

I CAN’s Chatterbox Challenge is
an annual fundraising activity for
nurseries, children’s groups and
childminders and it became the
first milestone event in February
2011. Children aged 0-5 had
fantastic fun and developed their
communication skills by singing
songs and rhymes. Locally, it was
one of the most popular months
of the national year calendar.
Nearly 300,000 children registered
to take part and as a result the
event achieved the Guinness
World Record™ for the largest
mass sing-along.

In May a Hello Zone partnered
with the National Family Week
Live event in Liverpool. The event
attracted some 10,000 families,
most of whom passed through
the Hello Zone where speech and
language therapists, children’s
entertainers, Bookstart and local
children’s centres were all on
hand to give out information
and advice on children’s
communication.

The event for September’s ‘Back
to School’ theme was No Pens
Day Wednesday, which called on
primary and secondary schools to
spend a day focusing on speaking
and listening to support learning.
Key messages were shared with
schools around the importance of
language and communication for
educational success and linked
to Ofsted’s increasing focus on
communication.

The aim of the zone was
to promote communication as
one of the most important skills
that any child learns, thanks
largely to adults nurturing and
supporting their language and
communication development.
Working with National Family
Week gave us the opportunity
to highlight how fundamental
family life is to children being able
to make friends, learn and enjoy
life to the full, simply by taking
time to help them develop good
communication skills.

We suggested that schools ran
the day on Wednesday 28th
September and we provided
materials, lesson plans, ideas and
resources to support primary and
secondary school teachers and
teaching assistants. Over 800
schools took part in the event,
which meant that over 200,000
pupils got the chance to ‘put
down their pens and pick up their
language’.
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“Children’s confidence in
communication grew as a result
of No Pens Day Wednesday. The
day culminated in a debate
where children spoke sensitively
and respectfully, listened well
and showed excellent all-round
communication skills”
“No Pens Day Wednesday
was great. It was particularly
rewarding to see children who
frequently struggled with the
written word totally animated
and engaged when forming
crisp and concise sentences that
elevated the level of sentence
structure”

“The buzz in the staffroom was
such that we will be instituing a
No Pens Day at least termly!”
No Pens Day Wednesday was run
again in 2012 with over 1,100
schools taking part.

Goodbye, Hello : The national year of communication 2011 and the challenges ahead
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Shine a Light
The Shine a Light awards, hosted
by radio and TV presenter Vanessa
Feltz at Pearson’s headquarters in
London, were developed by The
Communication Trust and Pearson
Assessment.
Shine a Light was designed
to honour individuals, teams,
projects, communication friendly
settings and communities that
have demonstrated excellence
in supporting the needs of all
children and young people’s
communication, including those
with SLCN.
Applications came in from a range
of settings, professionals and
individuals, who work directly with
children or who are responsible
for commissioning children’s
services, as well as parents and
young people.
Chris Hall, Managing Director of
Pearson Assessment, said: “The
Shine a Light awards have truly
shown the outstanding practice
being carried out by dedicated
professionals, organisations and
individuals in supporting children
and young people with speech,
language and communication
needs. We have been
overwhelmed by the passion and
commitment each of the winners
and highly commended finalists
has shown, and congratulate
them on all their achievements.”
40 judges representing some
of the biggest voices in speech,
language and communication
were involved in Shine a Light.
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And the winners are:
Feedback from finalists
highlighted the impact of
the event for those taking
part including importance of
recognition, sharing best practice
and networking for local settings.

“Fantastic. Such as special
occassion. It was beyond
expectation, especially in current
times of austerity and eveything
becoming localised”
“Our Shine a Light award was
recognised and celebrated at
a strategic level. The Director
of Children’s Services reported
on it, the cabinet member for
education wrote to all individuals
involved, the award was featured
in internal evaluation and
communications, the Lord Mayor
referred to it, headteachers were
informed at their briefing and the
actual award is on display in the
town hall. It has helped our profile
enormously.”

Communication Friendly Award: Early Years
University of East Anglia Nursery Team, Norwich
Communication Friendly Award: Primary Schools
Watercliffe Meadow School, Sheffield
Communication Friendly award: Secondary Schools
Preston Manor School, Wembley
Team of the Year Award
The Play and Communication Team, Barking and Dagenham
Team of the Year Award: Multi-agency
Early Years Teams, Stoke on Trent City Council
SLT Team of the Year
Paediatric Speech and Language Therapy Service, Community
Health Newham. Community Health Newham is part of the
East London Foundation Trust
Communication Strategy Award
Every Sheffield Child Articulate and Literate, Sheffield
Commissioning Award
Worcestershire Council and NHS Worcestershire
Employee Support Award
The Clipstone Co-operative food store in Mansfield
The Hello Campaign Award
Bristol Hello Group
Hello Young Person of the Year Award
Jack Marshall
Outstanding Achievement Award
Stoke Speaks Out, Stoke-on-Trent
Outstanding Achievement Award
Watercliffe Meadow School, Sheffield
Outstanding Achievement Award
Holly Tadman

Goodbye, Hello : The national year of communication 2011 and the challenges ahead
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Hello heroes
BT sponsored the Hello heroes
celebration event in December to
celebrate the many contributions
made by local co-ordinators and
partners who raised awareness
of the Hello campaign across
the country. Prior to the event
14 Hello heroes met with Sarah
Teather, the then Minister for
Children and Families, to discuss
Hello and the challenges going
forward.
At the tower the 120 guests heard
from a number of speakers and
were invited to enjoy a ‘Journey
through Hello’, an exhibition
showcasing the monthly themes
and the winners of the Shine a
Light Awards.

“The Hello Heroes event was
incredible! I was absolutely blown
away by the day, it was one of the
most stunning days of my career.”
“Thoroughly enjoyed the day and
were so delighted to have been
part of such a successful and
uplifting event. It was fantastic to
meet so many like minded people
and share stories from around the
country. I found it really inspiring
to hear all the fantastic work
which is going on and be able to
share our achievements.”
“The event was simply stunning.
A day I will remember for a
long time, the finale was simply
sublime.”

Hello from the platform – reaching the
workforce through conferences
During 2011 we attended over 100 conferences to help spread the
word about Hello and share our resources. We went to conferences
and events all over the country and reached over 14,000 practitioners
and parents through presentations about our work and exhibition
stands. These included large scale exhibitions such as the Education
Show in Birmingham and the Pre-School Learning Alliance conference
in London, as well as smaller events such as a school staff training day
in Barnsley and a parent day in Portsmouth.
“I met you last week at the Lost for Words Lost for Life Conference. I
wanted to let you know how much I appreciate the resources I can
use online and order through The Communication Trust and partners,
particularly I CAN. I work for the NHS, independently and a little
volunteer work, such as talks for preschool staff in my community. It
helps me so much to have reliable, accessible advice and information
that I can give to staff and parents and reputable websites to
recommend.” – Speech and Language Therapist
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Resources to

inform, support

and empower

The campaign invested in resources to ensure
clear, simple, good quality information was
available to all target audiences.
These resources were developed to provide
information, help engagement and facilitate
support for children and young people. This
built on the identified need for information
in the pre campaign polling, which showed
information should be available from a range
of sources.
The campaign produced a large portfolio of
online and offline resources, detailed on the
next page, for audiences and a marketing
/ exhibition strategy supported by BT and
Pearson Assessment to amplify reach.
Over the course of the year over 350,000
copies of Hello resources were distributed to
our key audiences.
Website views: 156,000
Page views: 723,000
Main locations visitors came from:
1. London
2. Birmingham
3. Manchester
4. Bristol
Most popular pages:
1. Resources
2. No Pens Day Wednesday
3. Introducing Hello
4. Ideas for what you can do
Talking Point website views: 103,000

Hello website
The Hello website acted as a campaign
information portal as well as a place for
information and resources on speech,
language and communication and SLCN.
At the end of 2010, with the support of BT,
we began designing and building a website
which would enable visitors to easily access
the information they need. It aimed to
be interactive and informative, detailing
resources, local events and space for local coordinators to share their work.
The Talking Point website was clearly
signposted, providing more information for
parents and practitioners.
On average the website received between
10,000 and 12,000 hits a month with
over 156,000 visitors during 2011. The
most popular pages of the website were
the resources pages and the No Pens Day
Wednesday page.

Webs...
stat
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Key message

What’s
typical talk
at Primary?
Attention, Listening
and Understanding

Children develop at different rates and this poster tells
you what to expect at different ages. Although it is not
an assessment, the information could help you identify
children who are not developing language skills as
expected.

This poster describes the stages of typical language
development, with examples of what you might see
and hear in a classroom or school environment.
Language development in the primary years steadily
builds on the solid foundations that are established
during the early years. Children’s attention, listening,
understanding, vocabulary, speech, grammar,
storytelling and conversations all develop further in
terms of skills, knowledge and complexity.

Vocabulary

Speech Sounds,
Grammar and
Sentence Building

Children with English as an additional language are at
the same risk of speech, language and communication
needs as any other child, however, this can be more
difficult to identify.

Verbal Storytelling
and Narrative

• Listens to and understands
instructions about what they are
doing, without needing to look up.
• Understands 2 to 3 part spoken
instructions:
e.g. “Finish your picture, then sit on
the carpet and look at a book.”
• Can answer a ‘How’ or ‘Why’
question:

Understand the
importance of
communication

e.g. “Why do we need sunhats on?”
“To stop the sun burning our face.”

This poster gives information to teachers about language and
communication development in secondary pupils. It may help
teachers identify those pupils who have an underlying speech,
language and communication need.
Language development in the secondary years is a gradual
process with many subtle but important changes taking place.

Conversations and
Social Interaction

• Children with English as an additional language are at the same
risk of speech, language and communication needs as any other
child, however, this can be more difficult to spot.

• Understands a range of related
words to describe concepts:
e.g. soon, early and late; soft,
hard, and smooth.
• Knows words can be put into
groups and can give common
examples in them:
e.g. Animals: dog, cat, horse...
• Uses words more specifically to
make the meaning clearer:
e.g. “I saw a funny monkey. It was
a spider monkey.”

• Says words clearly although may
struggle with a few complex
speech sounds, consonant blends
or words with lots of syllables:
e.g. ‘Wabbit’ for ‘rabbit’, ‘bow’ for
‘blow’, ‘sketti’ for ‘spaghetti.’
• Uses well-formed sentences:
e.g. “I played with Zoe in the park.”
but with some errors:
e.g. “I falled down.”
• Joins phrases with words such as:
e.g. if, because, so, could.

• Lists events with some detail:
e.g. “I went nanny’s. I had fat chips
for tea. I played games on the
pooter.”
• Retells favourite stories - using
some of their own words:
e.g. “……and she said what a nice
mouth you got and the wolf said, ‘I
can eat you!’ Gulp!”
• Describes events but not always
joined together or in the right order:
e.g. “I went on the top of the bus
with dad. That big slide is scary.
We taked the ball as well.”

By Age 11

• Confidently starts and takes
part in individual and group
conversations.
• Joins in and organises co-operative
role play with friends and can
pretend to be someone else
talking.
• Uses language to ask, negotiate,
give opinions and discuss ideas
and feelings:
e.g. “Are we going to Nana’s today?
Can I take teddy with me? He will
be sad by himself.”

Understanding
& reasoning
Pupils use language to solve more
complex problems

5-7 years
• Starts to ignore unimportant
information.

Resource: Hello website
Target Audience: All practitioners
and parents
Reach: Over 156,000 web hits during
2011
Usage: “The website is fantastic for
information not only on what you’re
doing for Hello but holds lots of great
resources I can use in my setting.” –
Speech and language therapist

through information and resources

• Compares words, the way they
look, sound or mean:

• Speech is clear with occasional
errors, especially with consonant
blends.

• Tells stories that set the scene,
have a basic plot and a sequence
of events.

• Takes turns to talk, listen, and
respond in two-way conversations
and groups.

• Has good knowledge of sounds in
words.

• Begins to be aware of what the
listener already knows and checks:

• Keeps to a topic but easily
prompted to move on if it takes
over.

• Is aware when a message is
unclear and comments or asks for
explanation.

e.g. “There are two words ‘sea’ at
the beach, and you ‘see’ with
your eyes.”

• Understands complex 2 to 3 part
instructions:

• Can guess the word from clues, or
give others clues using shape, size,
function, etc.

• Asks lots of questions to find out
specific information including
‘How’ and ‘Why’.

• Uses newly learnt words in a
specific and appropriate way:

• Uses different ways to join phrases
to help explain or justify an event:

e.g. “Finish your picture from
yesterday then with a partner,
choose one of the topic books and
talk about it quietly on the carpet.”

e.g. “Dad, you know when you have
lots of lions together it is called a
pride of lions.”

e.g. “You know where I live, right?
Well, in that big house by the
shop…”
• Accurately predicts what will
happen in a story.

e.g. “So all mammals are warm
blooded, have fur or hair and their
babies all drink milk.”
• Identifies clearly when they
haven’t understood:
e.g. “What’s maize?” or
“Get a blue what?”
• Able to infer meaning, reason and
predict:
e.g. “It’s getting very hot in here,”
means open the window.

• Uses a range of words related to
time and measurement:
e.g. century, calendar, breadth.
• Uses a wide range of verbs to
express their thoughts, or about
cause and effect:
e.g. “I wonder what she’s thinking,”
or, “If we run we should get there
on time but we might arrive late.”
• Joins in discussions about an
activity using topic vocabulary:

• Speech is clear, uses words with
three sounds together or words
with lots of syllables:
e.g. splash or string; rhinoceros or
identical.
• Uses regular and unusual word
endings:
• e.g. walked or fell.

• Uses and experiments with
different styles of talking with
different people.

• Uses complex grammar and
sentences to clarify, summarise,
explain and plan:

e.g. “I saw some chicken eggs
hatching in the incubator on the
farm last Friday.”

e.g. “So the bee collects the pollen
from the stamen and then flies to
another flower and pollinates it.”

• Makes choices from a wide and
varied vocabulary:

• Uses long and complex sentence
structures:

• Stories have a good structure with
a distinct plot, an exciting event,
clear resolution and conclusion:

• Adds detail or leaves information
out according to how much is
already known by the listener.

• Understands conversational rules:

e.g. ‘Leap’ instead of ‘jump’,
‘terrified’ instead of ‘frightened’.

e.g. “Put the stripy folder that’s
on top of the cupboard into the
bottom drawer of my desk.”

• Uses sophisticated words but the
meaning might not always be
accurate:

e.g. open, closed, rhetorical.
• Understands simple jokes and
simple idioms, but can’t really
explain why they are funny or
what they mean:

e.g. “My bedroom was meticulous.”
• Knows that words can have
two meanings and uses them
appropriately. Can’t always explain
how they are linked:
e.g. ‘Hard’ (rigid object and tough
person).

e.g. “I will come with you only
because it means you will stop
going on at me.”

e.g. Looks at listener to judge
feedback. Gives more detail if
needed.

• Uses language for full range of
different reasons:
e.g. complimenting, criticising,
negotiating.

• Uses questions to help
conversations flow.
• Sentences average about 7 to 10
words - longer in stories than in
conversation.
• Knows when a sentence is not
grammatically correct and can
explain rules of grammar.

• Tells elaborate entertaining
stories which are full of detailed
descriptions.
• Everyday language is detailed and
not always about their immediate
experience.
• Incorporates a subplot in telling
stories and recalling events, before
resolving the main storyline.
• Uses complex joining words:
e.g. meanwhile, therefore.

e.g. Formal style with the
headteacher in school; relaxed and
informal with family at home; and
‘cool’ language with friends in the
park.
• Communicates successfully;
shares ideas and information,
gives and receives advice,
and offers and takes notice of
opinions.

Social interaction
Uses sophisticated language skills to be
successful socially

For further information and advice visit:

www.talkingpoint.org.uk
This poster is based on a wide range of sources from many studies, resources and books on language development, together with professional experience.

• No difficulty following complex directions
• Knows when and why they don’t understand;
asks for help in a specific way:
Can you explain that to me again? I got the
beginning but I don’t understand the last
step.
• More skilled in using a range of arguments to
persuade others
• Reads and understands a wide variety of
topics
• Fully understands sarcasm and is able to use
it well:
I’m so happy to see you.

• Instruction words are hard to
understand: Estimate • Research
• Understands some words have multiple
meanings: Hot • Bright
• Beginning to use ‘dictionary type’ instead
of ‘personal’ definitions to explain words,
for example ‘Brave’
Dictionary: When you do something even
though you’re scared.
Personal definition: When I fall over and
don’t cry
• Uses more interesting vocabulary when
prompted: ‘Worried’ becomes ‘Anxious’

• Still challenged by some instruction words:
Modify • Generate • Consider
• Uses patterns in words that:
-able, -esque, un-, dis• Uses ‘academic words’ when prompted
to all formal tasks: Agitated • Arrogant •
Excruciating
• Can confidently explain the meaning of
subject words and words with multiple
meanings

• Knows what these instruction words are
asking them to do: Evaluate • Find themes •
Compile
• Uses a good range of descriptive words and
expressions:
Swaggered • Noxious • Meandered

• Uses a range of joining words in speech
and writing: Because • So • Also • Before
• Tells interesting, entertaining and original
stories with stories within stories
• Explains the rules of a game or a sequence of
events in a simple but accurate way
• Average length of spoken sentences
= 7 to 11+ words

• Links sentences using more difficult joining
words: Even though • However
• Produces well-planned, complex stories with
complete sections and plenty of detail
• Gives clear and detailed explanations of
rules, or breaks down steps in more complex
sequences
• Average length of spoken sentences
= 7 to 12+ words

• Is able to use difficult joining words to make
complex sentences: Provided that • Similarly
• Can tell long and complex narratives ensuring
the listener understands the thread of the
story throughout
• Average length of spoken sentences
= 9 to 13+ words

• Understands jokes based on double meanings
though isn’t always able to explain them:
I said to the Gym instructor, “Can you teach
me to do the splits?” He said, “How flexible are
you?” I said, “I can’t make Tuesdays.”
• Adjusts the politeness of their language to
who they are talking to:
Soz mate...chill man.
Sorry Mr Jones I didn’t mean to make you angry.
• Is able to talk through problems with peers
• Is aware when someone doesn’t understand
and tries another way to get information across
• Moves from topic to topic quite often in
conversations

• Understands and uses slang terms with
peers; keeps up with latest ‘street talk’
• Can keep a topic of conversation going
even if the person they are talking to finds
this skill harder
• Fully understands the difference between
talking with peers to speaking in the
classroom:
I use bigger and posher words in school
than with my mates.

• Able to stay on one topic of conversation
for long periods and move sensibly from
one topic to another
• Able to switch easily between informal and
formal styles of talking depending on the
audience:
Off to college now for an interview. Seeing
my mates later...Better watch my mouth
with Sam’s mum - was a bit rude last time.

Sentence structure
& narration

• Uses different language
depending on where they are, who
they are with and what they are
doing:

• Realises when people don’t fully
understand and tries to help them.

e.g. You can’t have your cake
and eat it.

By Age 18 onwards

• Understands instructions which don’t
follow the word order of the sentence:
Before you collect your instruments,
complete the worksheet and file it in your
folder.
• Can build an argument to persuade and
respond to views different to own
• Separates fact from opinion when reading
• Makes inferences, working out information
that isn’t explicitly written or spoken:
The day was dark and thick coats were
required.
• Understands less obvious ‘sayings’,
You’re skating on thin ice.
• Confident in noticing and understanding
sarcasm with clues

I CAN 8 Wakley Street London EC1V 7QE. Registered Charity Number 210031. Copyright 2011.
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Quick look...

Top tips for
developing
talk

unlocking speech and language

This table is a quick reminder of the basics children should
be doing at each age - what they should be saying and
understanding and how they should be taking part and
interacting with others.

Small
Talk
How children learn to talk,
from birth to age 5

6 months

1 Year

18 months

2 years

3 years

Talk

Making noises

Making talking
noises and
often saying
their first words

Saying words
like “daddy”

Putting words
together such
as “bye bye
mummy”

Putting 4 or 5
Asking lots of
words together questions such
like “my daddy as “why...”
play football”

Talking in
more adult like
sentences

Listen

Watching your Understanding
face when you simple words
talk
like “bye bye”

Understanding Understanding
simple phrases simple
such as “all
questions
gone”
like “Where’s
baby?”

Listening and
remembering
simple stories
with pictures

Understanding
questions
about a story
“Who climbed
the beanstalk?”

Understanding
long and more
complicated
information like
“first...and then...”

Take part

Smiling when
you laugh

Exploring
and enjoying
games like
Peek-a-Boo

Enjoying
having proper
conversations

Planning more
complicated
games with
others

Taking lots
of turns in
conversations

Taking turns in
‘conversations’
with babbling
noises

Enjoying
pretending like
talking on the
phone
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4 years

Resource: Primary and Secondary
Milestone Posters
Target Audience: For primary
and secondary school teaching
assistants and teachers
Reach: Over 40,000 copies
distributed
Usage: “Really clear and easy to
use, can I order more?”

• Uses tone of voice, stress on words
and gestures naturally to add
meaning.

Pupils can explain more complex ideas

• Follows longer instructions that
are not familiar:

• Understands different question
types:

Pupils learn approximately 7 to 10
words per day

• Uses formal language when
appropriate in some familiar
situations:

9-11 years
• Sustains active listening to both
what is said and the way it is said.

Vocabulary

e.g. Showing a visitor around school.

e.g. “…and everyone got home
safely which was great.”
• Uses intonation to make
storytelling and reports exciting
and interesting.

By Age 14

• Can follow complex directions:
Get the rectangular box that’s on the
bottom shelf of the stationery cupboard.
• Understands common, simple ‘sayings’ in
context:
I couldn’t keep a straight face.
• Starting to get someone else’s point of
view when discussing
• Understands factual information. Still
finds it harder to understand inferred
information:
What is said: Getting noisy in here...
What is implied: You need to be quiet.
• Starting to understand sarcasm when
exaggerated:
You’re such a talented singer...

• Copies others’ language and
begins to be aware of current peer
language:
e.g. Copies swear words, says,
‘Cool’, or ‘Yeah right.’

e.g. “I’m older than you so I will
go first.”

7-9 years
• Listens to key information
and makes relevant, related
comments:

Pupils may fail to develop age appropriate language skills for a
range of reasons including:
• They may have general learning difficulties
• They may have had less support at home to develop their
language and communication skills fully
• They may have a specific difficulty with language which is out of
step with their potential to learn

For further information and advice
visit: www.talkingpoint.org.uk

4-5 years
• Knows to look at who’s talking and
think about what they’re saying.

What’s typical talk at secondary?

5 years

A lot of language development
happens between ages 0-5, but
the following top tips apply to
children and young people of
all ages.

What YOU need
to know about
Specific Language
Impairment:

Other Ways
of Speaking

Children don’t learn to
talk by accident - they
need adults to nurture and
support their language and
communication.
The more adults know and
understand about language
and how it develops, the
easier it is for them to
help children improve their
talking, understanding and
listening skills.

6. Show them the right way
If children make mistakes, its best to
repeat back what they say rather than
tell them it’s wrong. Say it clearly with
the right words, so they can hear how
things should sound. Children learn
from what they see and hear.

1. Get their attention

Resource: Small Talk, developed with the
support of BT
Target Audience: For parents with children
between the ages of birth and 5 years old
Reach: Over 50,000 copies distributed including
4,000 copies sent to BT employees
Usage: “I found the booklet to be really helpful
in reassuring me of the level my child was at,
it also gave me guidance of what I could do to
encourage and learn with my child.” – Parent

When adults use comments and
prompts rather than questions, children
join in and talk a lot more.

What it means,
looks, feels and
sounds like, and
how to get help

Supporting children and young people who have no
speech or whose speech is difficult to understand
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5. Be careful with questions

When children are absorbed in
another activity, it can be hard to
listen. Say their name first to get
their attention and make sure they
are listening.

1

Resource: Other Ways of Speaking
Target Audience: For those who work
with children who use alternative
ways of communicating
Reach: Over 25,000 copies distributed
Usage: An example of joint working
across our Consortium with 7
members involved in producing the
booklet

Resource: The SLI Handbook
– explaining specific language
impairment
Target Audience: Parents
Reach: Over 1,700 distributed
Usage: Jointly produced with
I CAN and Afasic for Hello

2. Vocabulary is key

Learning and remembering words
is incredibly important. Help
children of all ages by using all
their senses to teach new words.
Then build in lots of repetition and
practice.

7. Make learning
language fun

Play around with words, make up
silly rhymes - children of all ages
can enjoy the fun of language.
Understanding how words are
made up and rhyme helps with
learning to read.

3. Build on what they say

8. Give children time

Build on what children know and say
already, to support them develop
language to go to the next level; for
example, taking turns with babies,
adding words for toddlers, adding
phrases for older children and showing
teens how to debate.

Children need time to process what
others have said, work out what they
are going to say and how they are
going to say it. Use facial expression
to show you are listening and happy
to wait.

4. Talk about what
children are interested in

9. Check out
understanding

Children and young people are much
more motivated to talk when it is
about something they are interested
in. Ask an open question where the
answer is not only yes or no about
a favourite hobby, for example.

Encourage children to ask when they
are unsure; check out understanding
by asking children if they have
understood – can they tell you what
they need to do?

For further information and advice
on how to develop children’s
communication skills please go to
www.hello.org.uk

Hello aims to make 2011 the year when
communication for children and young
people becomes a priority in homes and
schools across the country.

Hello is the 2011 national year of
communication – a campaign to increase
understanding of how important it is for
all children and young people to develop
good communication skills.

Visit www.hello.org.uk to find out more
about the campaign, sign up for regular
updates and order further copies of this
leaflet.
Hello is managed by The
Communication Trust in partnership
with the Government’s Communication
Champion.
Published January 2011

Resource: Misunderstood – a guide
to explaining SLCN
Target Audience: For anyone who
works with children, young people
and for parents who think their child
might have SLCN
Reach: Over 30,000 copies
distributed
Usage: This was an extremely
popular resource at events for
people who wanted to find out more
information about SLCN
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10. Have conversations

Communication is a skill like any
other – the more it is practised, the
better it gets! Children and young
people benefit from practising having
conversations with adults as well as
people their own age.

Don’t Get
Me Wrong
Information for supporting children and
young people with speech, language and
communication needs

Misunderstood
Supporting children and young people with
speech, language and communication needs

1

Resource: Don’t Get Me Wrong
Target Audience: A guide to SLCN
for people who already have some
knowledge of the subject
Reach: Over 30,000 copies distributed
Usage: One example of how these
were used is when one of our
consortium members, Paget Gorman
Society gave copies to all 63 primary
schools in Hillingdon

Resource: Hello campaign video, One
in a Million, included explanation of
SLCN
Target Audience: For anyone
interested in the campaign
Reach: Viewed over 60,000 times
Usage: Used by organisations to
show their colleagues what the
campaign was all about

Resource: The Way We Talk video
Target Audience: For practitioners
and parents and shows how
communication difficulties can
impact on children and young people
Reach: Viewed over 10,000 times
Usage: Used in training settings to
show students what SLCN could look
like

Resource: Top Tips leaflet
Target Audience: For practitioners
and parents to get some quick
advice on ways to encourage good
communication skills
Reach: Over 50,000 copies distributed
Usage: One of the most popular
resources of the campaign with all
50,000 being ordered within 2 months
of being available
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Key message

Key message
All Together Now
Resource: All
Together Now
– engagement
toolkit
Target Audience:
For people who wanted more
information about the campaign,
what it was all about and how to take
a more active role in Hello.
Usage: Viewed over 5,000 on the
website
Impact: Used by local co-ordinators
to help guide their work for the
campaign in their local area
A toolkit to help you plan your
involvement in Hello, the national
year of communication

Take action

All Together Now

through engagement toolkits,
milestone events and call to action

Hello. Welcome to
the national year of
communication - making
children’s communication
skills a priority in schools
and homes across the
country in 2011.
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Hello. Don’t take
communication for granted

Early chatter matters – from bump to birth and beyond

Learn more about how
communication involves you in life

Babbling babies don’t turn into talkative toddlers by chance.
It requires help and encouragement from you!

Children and young people
who find communication
hard find life hard.
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Join us at www.hello.org.uk
to improve their life chances.
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Resource: Hello promotional
materials such as badges, posters,
stickers etc
Target Audience: Anyone who
wanted to help promote the
campaign in their local area
Usage: Over 30,000 items ordered
Impact: Example of these being used
– a parent event in Sandwell which the
Senior Joint Commissioning Manager
was organising for 60 parents

We’ve signed up
to the national year
of communication.

Resource: Bring the Noise –
media toolkit
Target Audience: For people who
wanted advice on how to get media
attention for their local activities
Usage: Viewed over 1,500 times on
the website
Impact: Used by a number of schools
during No Pens
Day Wednesday
to gain local press
coverage
Bring the Noise

1

Support young
people and
children
through practical resources

Resource: Listen Up activity cards
Target Audience: Two packs - one for
parents of children 0-5 and one for
parents of children 5-11.
Usage: Over 30,000 copies distributed
in 4 weeks
Impact: “The three recent
publications most relevant to my work
with young children (i.e. Universally
Speaking, Small Talk and Listen Up)
are well presented (not too wordy),
colourful and inviting
Listen Up
to look at and give key
information in a way that
is easily understood.” –
Speech and Language
Pathologist
Being able to
communicate
is not
just about talkin
g.

Hello guide to media work

Along with gettin
g your own messa
being able to
ge across,
listen, pay attent
ion, interact,
play and unders
tand
fundamental buildin what’s being said are the
g blocks of comm
unication.
This pack explain
s more about
these important
skills and contai
ns lots of activit
ies to help
you and your
child. This can
help them learn,
make friends
and have fun.
Communicat
ion Development
Pyramid

Will you?

Speech
Sounds

Interaction and

Talking

Understandi

ng

Your local co-ordinator is...

Play

Attention and

Adapted from

a model used

in many speech

Listening

and language

therapy services

across the UK

Hello.org.uk

1

Resource: Shine a Light Awards
Target Audience: Schools, settings,
businesses and individuals who
showcase best practice when
supporting all children and young
people’s communication and those
with SLCN
Usage: 300 applications received
Impact: Case studies generated on
each winner of each award which
showcased the fantastic work they had
done. This was shared on the website for
others to gain inspiration from
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Resource: Hello
Communications
Pack
Target Audience:
For those who
wanted to help spread the word
about Hello
Usage: Viewed over 12,000 times on
the website
Impact: A number of documents
including an e-Communications
toolkit, press templates and Hello
FAQs were provided

Resource: Celebrating Good Times
toolkit
Target Audience: For practitioners
and parents to give ideas of ways to
celebrate communication milestones
Usage: Has been viewed over 3,000
times
Impact: A key document to
showcase joint working with local
organisations who provided content
for the toolkit

Resource: Summer Talk activity pack
Target Audience: For practitioners
and parents to give ideas of activities
to do with children during the
summer holidays
Usage: Viewed over 6,000 times on
the website
Impact: Given out by a speech and
language therapy department in
Birmingham to the parents they
work with.

Resource: No Pens Day Wednesday
resources
Target Audience: For those who work
in primary and secondary schools
Usage: Web page containing
resources was viewed over 26,000
times
Impact: A large number of resources
were developed for the initiative
including lesson plans, assemblies,
staff meeting guidelines and activity
templates

Resource: Universally Speaking
booklets, developed with Pearson
Assessment
Target Audience: For early years
practitioners and those who work in
primary and secondary schools
Usage: Over 75,000 copies distributed
Impact: “The booklets were provided
to members of the Early Learning and
Childcare team, all PVI & maintained
nurseries & reception class teachers.
They now have a greater understanding
of what is usual at each stage of
development.” EYFS Consultant

Resource: BT’s Talk Gym
Target Audience: For young people
between the ages of 14 and 19
Usage: Accessed over 46,000 times
Impact: When speaking with
practitioners at events they found
this a particularly useful resource to
share with their students as there was
nothing like this previously available

Resource: Raa Raa the Noisy Lion
resources
Target Audience: Parents with young
children
Usage: The page containing resources
was viewed over 19,000 times
Impact: With Chapman
Entertainment who produced the
TV programme Raa Raa the Noisy
Lion for the BBC, we developed a
number of resources to help parents
support their child’s communication
development

Goodbye, Hello : The national year of communication 2011 and the challenges ahead
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Resources feedback
Feedback received demonstrates a high
level of support for the resources that were
developed throughout Hello.
Surveys about the campaign to local coordinators and the Trust’s Consortium
members showed very positive responses to
the resources, with over 80% reporting they
were very useful.
42% of local co-ordinators reported they
used more than 100 Hello resources. 96%
shared them with professionals and 70% with
parents. 90% are planning to continue using
Hello resources.
The Hello resources were very popular with
campaign supporters. 84% of Hello supporters
surveyed said they had downloaded or
ordered resources and 84% said they used
them to influence the work they were doing.
20% used them with a class or tutor group
and 13% gave them to a friend or family
member. 8% used the resources with their
child and 11% gave them to their child’s
school. Only 6% said they read but didn’t use
the information and only 1% said they never
looked at them.

Feedback in surveys and interviews
with stakeholders were overwhelmingly
complimentary of the wide range of
resources...
“The resources were fantastic across the board.
It’s so helpful having some hardcopy high
quality resources - especially because people
won’t always go online when you signpost
them”.
“Resources were absolutely terrific and
would be great if funding could be found so
publications can be re-ordered.”
“I found the booklet [Small Talk] to be really
helpful in reassuring me of the level my child
was at, it also gave me guidance of what I
could do to encourage and learn with my child.
I found the useful links helpful also as I like to
look at a variety of places to gather information
and ways forward.”
“Small Talk reinforced the idea that
conversations need to be two way even with
small children and that’s how it is in our
house.”

84%

said they used them
to influence the work
they were doing

80%

of Hello local
co-ordinators and the
Trust’s Consortium
found the resources
very useful

90%

are planning to
continue using Hello
resources
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Harnessing the power of the
media
The aim was to maximise the reach of Hello
messages in professional trade and national
media, as well as online, regional and local
media. This tactic allowed for the campaign to
reach a wide variety of audiences with tailored
messages, highlighting and maximising
opportunities afforded by the monthly
themes.
Key messages were drafted to ensure
consistency, celebrity support was utilised
where appropriate and a network of
spokespeople were empowered to deliver
campaign messages in an accessible way. This
included empowering Consortium members
and local co-ordinators by developing a range
of ‘how to’ media guides and presentations.
Tools and resources were developed to
equip local co-ordinators with information,
strategies and tips on how to gain local
coverage of the monthly themes and localised
stories or features.
Interviews carried out reinforced the value of
media support in the campaign...
“I really appreciated the support around the
tools for engaging with the media - I thought
this was excellent.”
Simple messaging was a key development for
the campaign and fundamental for a subject
and issue that is so often poorly understood
and misinterpreted. An independent
evaluation of media work reported a very
high overall message delivery with 62% of

62%

coverage including at least one key campaign
message, compared to an overall average
of 32% across all Metrica clients (source:
Metrica Numbers 2011). In terms of reaching
key audiences, teachers and other educators
were well targeted – generally being reached
more as a group (79%) than UK adults (72%)
as a whole. The Hello supporters survey
highlighted that 55% of
people heard about the
campaign through
trade and professional
publications.
In total the campaign
generated 1,228 articles,
656 in mainstream media
and 572 using social media.
100% of articles were favourable mentions of
the campaign.
The campaign generated 464,429,518
opportunities to see in the media – the
equivalent cost of which would have been
£2,035,592 in paid for advertising. The
campaign’s media coverage reached 1,456
per £1 spent at a cost of 68 pence per
thousand people.
“The Hello campaign has raised awareness
within the wider population as to the speech,
language and communication needs of
children.” School Jotter
“I hope that the voice of the Communication
Champion is really heard and her report
results in positive action. Words can be very
powerful but they need to be built on strong
foundations.” readers letter, Times Online

of coverage including
at least one key
campaign message
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“The national year of communication
is helping us keep the importance of
at the forefront nationally”

for children

Nursery World
New media avenues were
embraced with the development
of Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn
accounts, along with a series of
blogs, podcasts, webinars and
online knowledge sessions. The
campaign also used audience
specific social media, setting up
a TES account to share resources
with the teaching community.

The high level of awareness of the Hello
campaign was used to optimise opportunities
for The Communication Trust to highlight
issues of concern during relevant policy
reviews. The campaign itself and networks
facilitated by local practitioners and parents
enabled us to present strong cases in relation
to a range of policy areas.

10,200
TES views of
TCT resources

Twitter
followers

1,500
Facebook
likes

at the heart of

policy and services

good quality early language support

1,200

Putting communication

Early Years
We were able to share evidence with Dame
Clare Tickell to inform the independent
review of the Early Years Foundation Stage.
The review strongly recommended putting
language and communication as one of
three core strands, a proposal subsequently
accepted by the Government.
We were also able to share evidence with
Professor Cathy Nutbrown as she conducted her
independent review of Early Years Education.
Professor Nutbrown made strong
recommendations about the importance of
the children’s workforce understanding how to
develop young children’s language skills and the
need to offer a Level 3 Award to support this.
Hello was able to highlight the issue of poor
language impacting on the prospects of
children living in poverty; both the Allen and
Field Reviews made clear that language and
communication development at age 3 was one
of the major National Life Chances Indicators.
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Education
During Hello our contact with Ofsted was
extended and we made a case around the
importance of language and communication
for children’s progress and attainment in
school. Communication now has a strong
position in the new Ofsted inspection
framework, both in relation to teaching and
learning, with additional focus on those
children who do not attain well.
The links between SLCN and behaviour are
well documented and through Hello we
were able to encourage the Education Select
Committee to draw this link very clearly in
their 2011 report on Behaviour and Discipline
in Schools and the Committee subsequently
made very powerful recommendations in this
area.
In collaboration with other partners, we were
able to contribute to the Primary National
Curriculum Expert Panel and were delighted
that the Panel referenced Hello’s ‘Universally
Speaking’ resources. Most importantly, the
Panel concluded that spoken language should
be a strong feature of any new National
Curriculum.
We liaised with parents, children and young
people and the children’s workforce over
key elements of the SEN Green Paper and
met regularly with Ministers, advisers and
officials to share that learning and inform the
Government’s plans for SEN reforms.
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Youth justice
We were able to share the powerful data
that 60% of young offenders have SLCN
and contributed to the Ministry of Justice’s
consultation on ‘Breaking the Cycle of
Offending’ to help ensure a detailed
understanding of our issues within the
Ministry.
Health
Drawing on learning and momentum gained
during Hello, the communication champion
spoke regularly with the Department of Health
over the development of the Healthy Child
Programme and the two year old check and
helped ensure a real focus on language in the
resulting programmes.
The passage of the Health & Social Care Act
broadly coincided with Hello and many of
those we spoke with during the 12 months
stressed the need for integrated service
provision of speech and language services.
Hello therefore made available data and
statistics underpinning this objective to
Parliamentarians and worked to ensure that
joint commissioning and integration was
actively considered and ultimately became a
significant part of the draft SEN clauses of the
Children and Families Bill.
Throughout the year, we worked
in partnership with Jean Gross, the
Communication Champion, to brief MPs and
peers on the lessons learned and hosted a
Parliamentary Reception in October 2011 to
share the findings so far from Hello with a
Parliamentary audience.

Building partnerships to
strengthen reach
Hello was backed by our Consortium of nearly
50 voluntary and community organisations
with expertise in speech, language and
communication. They were crucial in helping
us to share the message of Hello and helping
us reach our audiences.
Here are some of highlights of their work
during 2011 for the campaign:
• A number of conferences were themed around
Hello including NAPLIC’s conference for 150
delegates; City University, I CAN and Afasic’s
secondary focused conference for over 150
delegates and 1Voice’s family weekend.
• Consortium members such as the British
Stammering Association and Signalong
attended regional events and conferences to
promote Hello and distribute resources.
• Milestone events were linked to Hello including
Communication Matters roadshows, I CAN’s
Triathlon and the Talk to Your Baby campaign
run by the National Literacy Trust.
• Media and communications work took place
in support of Hello. Consortium members
have highlighted the issues specifically related
to their organisation and at the same time
successfully made the wider links to Hello.
• Consortium members have supported the
ongoing public affairs work and future proofing
the issues, through attendance at meetings
and inputting responses to consultations.
• They have used social media to tell all their
followers about Hello and sparked debates
around the monthly themes.

Working with the
Communication Champion
The whole year had, at its foundation,
the partnership with the Communication
Champion, who helped develop and fund
initiatives such as the sponsored Times
Educational Supplement feature on effective
speech, language and communication work
in schools, and a series of ‘Through the eyes
of a child’ short films on communication
development for parents of children under five.
Over the course of the year, the
Communication Champion travelled the
country to reach commissioners, local
decision makers and those leading on work
with children and young people in local
authorities. Jean Gross shared messages on
the vital importance of speech, language
and communication, how early identification
matters for those with SLCN and that this can
save money downstream.
Information on local perspectives and about
grassroots activities and initiatives were
shared between us and the Communication
Champion in order to ensure coherence.
Messages and developments for conferences
and media work were shared to enable cost
effective use of time and resources and
to ensure the greatest possible reach. Our
press and PR manager worked closely with
the Champion throughout the national year
to support media work across radio, TV and
national, local and trade press.
The campaign made significant use of key
corporate partnerships to reach general and

This list is by no means exhaustive and we
would like to thank every member of the
Communication Consortium for their efforts in
championing Hello over 2011.
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Getting everybody
talking about
communication -

Supporting information
for young people aged 14-19
Output: The TalkGym Facebook App was
developed to test young people’s “talk fitness”
and to develop their skills.

Hello and BT

To reach a general audience, a partnership
was developed with BT to harness
communication expertise and the strong
brand recognition in getting information to
people.
BT’s renowned Learning and Skills
programme also focuses on supporting
the communication development of 11-19
year olds, providing a natural fit to the Hello
campaign’s aim to reach young people.
Partnering with Hello was also an opportunity
for BT to extend its educational resources for
parents and families and helped us extend the
overall reach of the campaign considerably.
Creating and sharing
communications opportunities
Output: The Hello campaign’s website was
developed and maintained through technical
and financial support from BT.
Reach: Over 156,000 visits during 2011.
Output: Copies of existing BT educational
resources for 14-19 year olds were utilised as
part of the campaign.
Reach: 10,000 copies disseminated.
Output: Provided a venue for one of the
Hello regional events.
Reach: 200 delegates attended.
Output: Contributed towards the cost of
the TES supplement timed to coincide with
September’s Back to School theme.
Reach: Circulation of TES nearly 54,000.
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BT’s support focused on 4 key areas of
campaign activity, enabling targeted work
with key audiences including parents, young
people and local campaign co-ordinators.
1. Creating and sharing communications
opportunities
2. Supporting new information for families
3. Supporting information for young people
aged 14-19

Utlising Facebook as an interactive platform,
young people undertook a quiz designed to
get them thinking about their own skills as
communicators. Once completed the results
are shared with friends who are then invited
to comment anonymously on the selfassessment.
They can then use video materials to consider
the communication skills needed in different
aspects of their lives including friendships,
family life, education and employment. They
can use Talk Gym materials to build up their
strengths, using a series of exercises to build
skills in listening well, being clear, participating
in group discussions and being interviewed.

Reach:
• Accessed over 46,000 times
• 123,000 pages being viewed
• 20,000 downloads completed
• 94% of people positively rating the resource
Talk Gym has supported children and young
people who struggle to communicate using
the spoken word. For example, a young
person, who has Asperger’s Syndrome said
that using BT’s Talk Gym had helped him to
not only learn more about himself, but also
how to deal with his relationships with his
friends.

4. Engaging and resourcing local coordinators

Supporting new information for families
Output: Production of Small Talk, a booklet
providing parents with information about
what helps children aged 0-5 learn to talk and
listen.
In addition, BT staff received a copy and
took part in a knowledge session, led by
the Trust, learning more about children’s
communication.

Engaging and resourcing
Local Co-ordinators
Output: Sponsorship of Hello Heroes event.
Reach: 120 local co-ordinators and other
key supporters of Hello attended the event,
held in the BT Tower in London. Here we were
able to thank them for their support with the
campaign.

Reach: Over 50,000 Small Talk booklets were
given to families, making it the most requested
resource of the Hello campaign. BT staff
received over 12,000 copies of Hello materials,
including over 4,000 Small Talk booklets.

Small Talk reinforced the idea that
conversations with small children need
to be two way and I found it not only a
useful reminder of all the things you should
know about developing language and
communication, but also aspects that don’t
get highlighted such as listening - Parent
Goodbye, Hello : The national year of communication 2011 and the challenges ahead
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Helping the children’s
workforce say Hello Hello and Pearson
Assessment

Pearson Assessment’s support focused on
three key areas helping the campaign to
engage with a wider audience:

Pearson Assessment offered Hello access to its
significant publishing and marketing expertise,
as well as links to over 100,000 workforce
contacts.

3. Awarding and benchmarking good
practice

1. Developing and distributing new
education materials
2. Creating and sharing communications
opportunities

Developing and distributing
new education materials

The guides help practitioners to check if
children are on the right track, to learn about
what helps them to talk and listen, and what
to do if they have concerns.
Reach: 75,000 copies of Universally
Speaking were disseminated with 25,000
nurseries directly receiving a copy of
Universally Speaking 0-5.
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Awarding and benchmarking

communications opportunities

good practice

Output: Pearson Assessment’s marketing
and promotion strategy incorporated
extensive Hello opportunities. Webinars and
films were also developed.

Pearson Assessment is the world’s largest
commercial developer and distributor of
educational and speech and language
assessments. They help students, speech
and language therapists and educators to
use assessments and gain information for
research and innovative support and their
support of Hello enabled us to target the
children’s workforce more effectively.

Output: Universally Speaking ‘ages and
stages’ guides from birth to 18 years old were
produced as a practical tool for early years,
primary and secondary settings.

Creating and sharing

The Universally Speaking series was one
of the most popular downloads and was
cited as an excellent resource in the National
Curriculum Expert Panel recommendations.
This report called for oracy to form a key
part of the curriculum for all subjects from
September 2014.

One in a Million
A short film, narrated by 21 year old actor
Ben MacLeod, who developed severe
communication needs at a young age. It
sought to highlight the challenges faced by
children with SLCN.
With content from the Hello campaign,
Pearson Assessment provided the
marketing and media contacts to improve
understanding of what is often a ‘hidden’
disability.
Reach: Over 60,000 professionals viewed the
film and Hello information was disseminated
at all Pearson Assessment conferences.

Output: Pearson Assessment sponsored
the Shine a Light awards, highlighting
the fantastic work being done by schools,
settings, businesses and individuals around
supporting all children and young people’s
communication and those with SLCN.
Pearson Assessment provided its online
expertise to create a dedicated website for
the awards and hosted judging events and
an awards ceremony.
Reach: 300 award applications were
received.
14 applications were awarded as winners
with a further 23 receiving ‘highly
commended’ awards.
All the winners’ applications and the
winner’s film were available on the website
to enable other practitioners and services
to share the examples of good practice.
Sharing practice in this way was one of the
objectives of the campaign; the awards
are continuing into 2013, again supported
by Pearson Assessment enabling true
sustainability for sharing and celebrating
excellent practice in the field.

“They are just a fantastic,
fantastic resource and
reference point and make
my job so much easier…
thank you everyone”
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Partnership with O2 and NYA Gaining the views of
children and young people
We also worked with O2 and The National
Youth Agency on their Think Big Project. We
operated as youth partners in the project
and were allocated 25 £300 grants to give
out to 13-25 year olds whose project ideas
worked to develop the speech, language and
communication skills of those involved, or to
raise awareness of the issue more generally.

For this The Communication Trust Youth Panel
was set up, a team of young people who read
and assessed initial project applications of
young people interested in Think Big grants
and gave approval of the projects.
The projects that were successful in
receiving the £300 grants covered a range
of subjects including an animation film to
raise awareness of speech and language
impairment, and a music project to support
young people living in a hostel to express
themselves.
One young person who took part in the
project explained how it impacted on her;
“I have never been in charge of anything or
picked to be the leader before, I really enjoy
it. Other students keep coming to ask me if
they can join our team. I feel more confident
and would not be so nervous about another
project. The work looked great at the end and I
felt proud.”
The project will come to an end December
2012 but the impact it had on the
communication skills and awareness of those
involved will continue beyond this.

During Hello we worked with the National
Literacy Trust to examine children and
young people’s use of new media as part
of their communication. This culminated
in the Young People, Communication
and Technology report, which reveals an
increasingly digital teenage society where
86% of children and young people own
a mobile phone, 85% have access to a
computer, 45% have their own profile on a
social networking site and 23% have their
own blog.
7,000 children and young people’s views
were gathered and showed 45% of 14-16
year olds are more likely to be online or
watching TV than talking with their families,
compared with 39% of 11-14 year olds and
36% of 8-11 year olds. Children and young
people with special educational needs (SEN)
and from disadvantaged backgrounds are
also more likely than others to be online or
watching TV than talking with their families.
The report also showed that boys are
more confident communicators than girls,
particularly when speaking in front of their
classmates. 69% of boys compared to 57%
of girls said they were either ‘very confident’
or ‘confident’ when speaking in front of
classmates. They were also more confident
(81.4%) than girls (77.9%) in talking with
teachers.

Highlighting
communication
through Hello the effect on parents

Then

Now

Ability to talk

1st

1st

Ability to listen & understand

3rd

2nd

Then

Now

Ability to talk

6th

1st

Ability to listen & understand

5th

2nd

Then

Now

Ability to talk

8th

3rd

Ability to listen & understand

2nd

2nd

Then

Now

Yes, significant concerns

8%

15%

Yes, slight concerns

22%

24%

Total with concerns

30%

38%

Which skills are most important for young children to develop between ages of 0-5?

Which skills are most important for children to develop in primary school?

In secondary schools which skills are most important for young people to develop?

Have you ever had concerns about your children’s communication or are you
concerned at the moment?

Parents polled were therefore better able to
value speech, language and communication
following the Hello campaign and the
campaign succeeded in ensuring proper
identification of SLCN.
A YouGov survey commission by the
Communication Champion found an increase in
the rate of parents who identified their child’s
issues from knowing the signs and milestones
to look out for.
In 2011 44% of parents knew their child
was struggling having compared the child to
children of the same age or their older children
compared to 40% in 2009.
In 2011 26% said it was obvious their child was
not communicating compared to 17% in 2009.
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We polled parents before and
after the campaign about their
levels of understanding of the
importance of speech, language
and communication.

In 2011 35% knew the communication
milestones and that their child was not
reaching them, compared with 13% in 2009.
Hello was able through its raising awareness
work to improve parents’ understanding
of the importance of their child’s ability to
communicate. Parents also had a better
understanding after the campaign of what
to look for in terms of milestones and signs
that their child may be struggling with speech,
language and communication and may have
SLCN. This is also evidenced in the higher
reported rates of parents having concerns
about their children’s speech, language
and communication, combating the under
identification of SLCN and assisting with
children’s needs being spotted earlier by those
who know them best.

Goodbye, Hello : The national year of communication 2011 and the challenges ahead
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Improving services
and outcomes for children
and young people with
speech, language and
communication needs

The second core aim of the
campaign was to improve services
and outcomes for children and
young people with speech,
language and communication
needs (SLCN). The Bercow Review,
backed up by academic and
anecdotal evidence, identified
serious inequity in services for
children with SLCN; significant
differences across the country in
levels of specialist support and a
universal workforce struggling to
effectively identify and support
children with SLCN.
Ensuring that all those who
work with children and young
people and their families know
how to identify when a child
has a need, understand their
role in supporting and possibly
mitigate that need was a central
theme across Hello. In addition to
resources, events and information
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for the workforce, groups,
interventions and approaches
were developed to look at
practical changes to training and
support for those who work with
children and young people with
SLCN.
Hello took the opportunity to
test approaches to services for
children with SLCN which could
impact beyond the national year
of communication.
Through three strategic projects,
Hello aimed to evidence how
best to support the workforce to
effectively identify and support
children and young people
with SLCN, to support parents
to advocate on behalf of their
children and to help families
to navigate services and find
support.

Goodbye, Hello : The national year of communication 2011 and the challenges ahead
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A chance to talk
Why?

What?

For children in primary schools, effective
speech, language and communication skills
are essential; key to learning and developing
socially and emotionally. Developing good
speech, language and communication is
important for all children but particularly for
those 10% of children who have significant
speech, language and communication needs
(SLCN). In some parts of the UK, particularly
areas of social disadvantage, upwards of 50%
of children start school with poorly developed
language.

A Chance to Talk (ACTT) supports all children’s
speech, language and communication. It aims
to:

The impact of SLCN can be wide-ranging and
long-term.
Support for children’s communication varies;
many school staff feel under-confident in
working with children’s spoken language or
in identifying children with SLCN. Services
for children with SLCN are often clinic based
and this presents the difficulty of access for
families – and of close working for education
and speech and language professionals.
Models which work across the 3 ‘waves’
of provision in primary school had been
established for supporting children’s literacy
and numeracy – but not for children’s
communication.
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• Improve outcomes for children – with and
without SLCN
• Empower staff to support children’s speech,
language and communication and identify
those with SLCN
• Enable closer relationships between
schools, speech and language services and
parents in supporting speech, language and
communication
• Improve accessibility and quality of provision
for children and their families
• Develop a cost effective model of
commissioning services to support
all children’s speech, language and
communication
This project was delivered in partnership
between The Communication Trust and I CAN,
members of the Trust’s Consortium.
Four regions were selected as pilot sites:
Rochdale, Whitby, Gravesham and Kirkby.
The regions all had significant deprivation
but represented a wide demographic range.
In each region, 7 or 8 primary schools were
recruited making a total of 30 schools in all,
representing a total of 8,308 children.

611

All the schools came to the project
with different existing provision to
support children’s speech, language and
communication, and different reasons for
taking part. For most of them, the increasing
number of children starting school with
poor language, together with limited access
to specialist speech and language therapy
services were key factors in joining the pilot.

children
benefitted from
Talk Boost catch
up groups

ACTT operates in 3 waves of provision:
Wave 1
‘Universal Level’

Wave 2
‘Targeted Level’

Wave 3
‘Specialist Level’

High quality class teaching in
a language-rich environment
which promotes all children’s
language development

All children

Teaching assistants trained to
deliver an intervention with
‘Talk Boost’ to small groups

Children with ‘delayed
language’ just below what is
expected for their age

A speech and language
therapist works across the
schools. Intensive intervention
to individual children or groups
with support for school staff

Children with speech,
language and
communication needs (SLCN)

611 children benefitted from Talk Boost catchup groups and 393 children received specialist
intervention at wave 3. The model worked
flexibly to meet the needs of different regions
and schools.
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What happened?

What did we learn?

ACTT has a positive impact on outcomes
for children, particularly those with delayed
language and those with more significant
SLCN.

•Parents saw changes in the ways their
children handled frustration and saw the
impact on their confidence, self esteem and
friendships

Talk Boost group sessions were rated highly;
analysis shows a statistically significant
change in the scores of children with delayed
language on grammar, information and
narrative. During the pilot on average
children made 18 months progress in ten
weeks. For children with SLCN the majority
of speech, language and communication
targets were met; many moved into the
range expected for their age, and for some,
progress was exceptional. The most successful
interventions were where the targets were
shared with the schools.

•Parents and families reported improved
access to support and information
about their child’s speech, language and
communication

Children themselves showed they were more
aware of their communication through use of
strategies, increased confidence and reduced
frustration.
Head teachers report a strong impact on the
learning of children with SLCN. There was
less of an impact reported on the learning of
children with no SLCN although an impact was
still reported. Classroom staff could see the
wider impact on learning in the classroom,
where more children understood the lesson
content.

•Parents valued the school-based service, and
expressed a high level of satisfaction with
the service received through ACTT (88% at
wave 2, 100% at wave 3)
•Parents appreciated the ability to discuss
their children’s communication needs
•SLT services had positive contact with
previously ‘hard to reach’ families
•School staff reported improved confidence
and skills in supporting children’s speech,
language and communication and in
identifying those with difficulties
Staff felt that wave 1 training had a high
impact on knowledge and confidence with
speech, language and communication, and
with identifying children with SLCN. This
resulted in changes to referral patterns;
children with more ‘hidden’ difficulties in
understanding language were more likely to
be referred. Involvement in the Talk Boost
groups also helped to develop staff expertise
and confidence in supporting children’s
language.
The training, progression tool, activity
groups and access to a school-based SLT
all contributed to increased confidence in
identifying children with different levels of
SLCN.
School staff reported a high impact on
practice to support children’s speech,
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language and communication, SLTs also saw
increased use of communication supportive
strategies. While significant changes were
not captured in independent observations,
evaluators saw examples of effective practice
to support language learning. The benefits of
whole school training were acknowledged;
some schools trained all staff including office
and midday meal supervisors.
Schools established pathways and systems
for supporting all children’s speech,
language and communication.
ACTT influenced changes to school systems in
a number of ways. At a strategic level, most
schools identified processes that had changed
e.g. embedding speech, language and
communication into their development plans;
for other processes, it was felt that ACTT
fine tuned and enhanced them. Almost all
schools reported more efficient and developed
systems for identifying children with SLCN and
allocating appropriate intervention. They felt
this was due to having clear pathways and
resources to support their decisions. Regular
access to a speech and language therapist in
school was a key part of this.

ACTT has an impact on children’s speech,
language and communication – and an
impact on their wider school performance.
These benefits are seen through the data but
also by their teachers, head teachers and
families. It’s particularly effective for children
with SLCN.
Developing and running a school-based
model, where professionals work closely
together to support children’s speech,
language and communication can be
challenging. However, there is universal
acknowledgement of the benefits this can
prompt: creating a system for efficiently and
effectively supporting children’s language,
while improving confidence and skill
through a mutually supportive, collaborative
relationship.
ACTT provides a school-based model of
commissioning to support all children’s
speech, language and communication across
a region, which is viewed as value for money
by commissioners.

Education and speech and language
therapy services developed effective
ways of working together and increased
understanding of each others’ context and
perspectives.
A major outcome and key success of
ACTT is the way schools and speech and
language therapy services have developed
more effective, joint ways of working. Many
schools moved from having very little
contact with speech and language therapy
services to having a close, collaborative
working partnership. For those schools that
had previously experienced good working
relationships, ACTT built on and enhanced
these.

Goodbye, Hello : The national year of communication 2011 and the challenges ahead
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Talk Of The Town
Why?

What?

Language underpins learning and social
development, so children need to develop
communication skills to the best of their
ability in order to achieve positive outcomes at
school and beyond.

Talk of the Town (TOTT) is an integrated,
community led approach to supporting
speech, language and communication in
children and young people. As part of the
Hello campaign, the project was piloted with a
federation of schools in Wythenshawe, South
Manchester, an area with historically high
levels of social deprivation. A number of key
principles were identified and embedded in
the project:

10% of all children have long term speech,
language and communication needs (SLCN)
and in areas of social deprivation, around 50%
of the children are starting school with poor
language, with evidence to suggest these
children often do not catch up with peers.
Meeting this need presents huge challenges
for universal staff and for specialist services.
We wanted to connect best evidence with
practice, enabling a sustainable approach
to achieving positive outcomes for these
children.

Key principles
• Careful analysis of local
need
• Built on current practice
• Local leadership driven
changes to policy and
practice
• Partnership working

• Evidenced activities
• Universal good practice
• Targeted interventions
• Link with local specialists
• Professional
development

Evidence based approaches and outcomes with
independent evaluation of the project as a whole

The project focused on the following aims:
• Early identification of SLCN
• Collaboration and joint working across the
community
• Positive outcomes for children and young
people
• Developing a sustainable approach
An independent evaluation was
commissioned from Manchester University
to support the project and evaluate its
outcomes. A systematic approach was taken
to achieve the aims, following core principles
to achieve a sustainable approach.
Analysis of the context, was the starting point,
gathering a full picture of current policy and
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practice. An important element of this was
base-lining the language skills of the children
entering nursery, using formal standardised
language assessments.
The results were shocking; 26% of children
entering nursery school had such poor
speech, language and communication skills
that in many areas they would qualify for a
statement of SEN. In total more than 50%
would be deemed in need of extra support.
Further sampling of around 130 children
through key stages 1, 2 and 3 showed levels
of language difficulties continued to be high,
with early identification of children’s needs
hugely challenging for teachers. Overall,
around 40% of children’s language needs
were not being accurately identified, despite a
very committed staff team.
Based on the outcomes of the context
analysis and building on current practice, a
wide range of strategies were put in place,
focusing on:

A local speech and language therapist
was employed as part of the project which
enabled provision of bespoke support and
ensured joint working and sharing of expertise
across the Federation.
Regular steering and working group meetings
throughout the project ensured joined up
leadership and implementation of the project
aims, with careful and systematic monitoring
of approaches.

Overall, around

40%

of children’s
language needs
were not being
accurately
identified

• Local leadership leading and developing
changes to policy and practice
• Workforce development, including training,
coaching, modelling and supporting staff to
achieve qualifications; building a staff team
with Communication Champions at all levels
• Interventions in the classroom, with targeted
interventions where needed and working
in collaboration with local services around
specialist support
• Current partnerships and development
of new collaborations both locally and
nationally

26%

of children entering
nursery school had such
poor speech, laguage and
communication skills that
in many areas they would
qualify for a statement of
SEN
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What happened?
Early identification of children with SLCN
Both qualitative and quantitative data has
shown that staff are now more confident
in identifying children with SLCN. Measures
against our baseline showed very positive
outcomes:
Levels of under identification
2011

2012

Nursery

50% under
identified

Fell to 15%

Primary

31% at Key
Stage 2

Fell to between
5% and 10%

There was a significant increase in staff’s
confidence in identifying children with SLCN
as measured via the Speech, Language and
Communication Framework (SLCF).
The external evaluation team found similar
results in practice:
“One of TOTT’s particularly striking impacts is in
the shift seen over time of early identification
in schools, to teachers leading this and
incorporating it into school processes.”
Manchester University evaluation
Joint working with partners and parents
Qualitative data evidenced a wide shift in
practice, enhancing current partnerships
by embedding speech and language and
developing new partnerships, with a focus on
speech, language and communication.
In the nurseries for example, teachers and the
project speech and language therapist linked
with the local children’s centres to support
stay and play sessions in one and focus on
“hard to reach” parents in another.
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Links were made with the museum services,
with the project supporting a visit that
enabled all children and their parents to
attend, with speech and language activities
built in. For many parents this was the first
time they had been to a museum with their
children and feedback was extremely positive
with 98% stating they would do a similar
activity in the summer holiday.
Two of the primary schools improved in their
recent Ofsted inspections, achieving ‘Good
with outstanding features’. Inspectors praised
the Manchester Federation, governance and
leaders, commenting positively on partnership
working with the Trust and highlighting the
strength of the schools work to support
communication development.

Positive outcomes for children and young
people

comprehension and naming) now fell into
expected national levels.

Both qualitative and quantitative data has
shown a positive impact on children and
young people.

In key stage 3, pupils also made good
progress, with average scores in two of the
subtests (formulating sentences and spoken
paragraphs) now falling into expected
national levels, though one area (recalling
sentences) showing little change.

Nursery: Children’s language levels improved
across both nurseries; with a 15% overall
increase across both schools in children no
longer scoring below the expected levels.
One of the nurseries was more consistent in
their approach and started earlier in the year,
leading to better results, taking children much
closer to the national expected levels.
Total Language comparison of 2011 and 2012 and
UK standard sample

The project therapist noted examples of joint
working between federation members:
“There was fantastic joint working between
key members in the different schools. They
constantly shared best practise and learnt from
each other.”
All the schools commented positively on the
joint working with the project speech and
language therapist, as the external evaluation
reported:
“Having an speech and language therapist
in school was widely regarded as invaluable,
allowing the schools to have, as one primary
school teacher put it, ‘specialist knowledge on
tap’, while another explained the benefits as
‘teachers can ask questions and she can model
approaches’.”
The impact felt by staff and leadership
was so great that they have now jointly
commissioned a Band 6 speech and language
therapist for the next 3 years.

2011

2011

Many interventions were implemented across
the federation, with pre and post measures
of impact collected for each and staff
feedback gathered on impact. Both measures
showed positive outcomes, for example, staff
commented on “Talk Boxes”, which were
placed in each primary school classroom:
“The talk boxes are brilliant and staff are
feeling that the improved ‘talk’ is already being
seen in improved writing.’ They have been so
well received because ‘they link to what we
had already been doing but they give staff a
useful way of approaching things’.”

UK Standard Sample

The results suggest this more consistent
approach leads to much better outcomes for
children.
Key stages
An analysis of pre and post data from a
targeted intervention across key stage 1
evidenced extremely positive outcomes,
with an average of more than 12 months
improvement in children’s language skills.
In key stage 2 improvements could be seen in
language levels across all measures. Average
scores for each element of language assessed
(sentence comprehension, inferential
Goodbye, Hello : The national year of communication 2011 and the challenges ahead
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The external research team summarised their
findings as follows:
Interventions were credited with a wide range
of positive outcomes, including increases in:
• The volume of talk
• Children’s ability to initiate talk
• Children’s confidence to speak
• Children’s vocabulary
“Overall TOTT led to significant changes in the
thinking and practices of practitioners.”
This was backed up by qualitative changes
in measures on the SLCF which showed
an increase on average of 16% of staff in
each school feeling confident in supporting
positive outcomes for children. In addition,
26 learners are on course to complete Level
3 Qualification in speech, language and
communication by March 2013 embedding
expertise across the federation.

26

learners

are on course to complete
Level 3 Qualification in
speech, language and
communication by
March 2013
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Sustainability

What have we learned?

One of the biggest challenges of such a
short term project is its sustainability. Most
encouragingly, school sustainability planning
has shown shifts in school policy to support
early identification, including using the tools
provided by the project, an investigation of
current data and embedding of these changes
into school policy and planning.

Although at very early stages in terms of long
term impact, the outcomes of the project
have been extremely positive. There are
most definitely lessons to be learned, areas
of work that would benefit from more focus
and elements that were more successful than
others, but overall there has been a positive
impact.

There is also a commitment to integrating
on-going work into existing systems for target
setting, planning, and review.

“The evidence presented in our report provides
strong indications that TOTT is a powerful
approach for improving speech, language and
communication amongst children and young
people from disadvantaged backgrounds.
This in turn offers encouraging possibilities
for improving educational outcomes more
generally and, in the longer term, the life
chances of young people.”

Speech, language and communication
has become, as one head teachers
states, a “non negotiable” for the
schools.
The working and steering groups will continue
with one of the head teachers taking on the
role of chairing the working group to ensure a
close connection between TOTT’s operational
and strategic levels. Teaching and learning
responsibility for speech and language has
been given to a senior staff member and the
high school teaching and learning community
now includes a focus on speech and language.
As Manchester University concludes:
“Those who were closely involved in the
project were optimistic about TOTT’s on-going
reinforcement and development and had put
in place some practical mechanisms to support
this.”

Professor Mel Ainscow, Independent review on
Talk of the Town, July 2012
As Neil Wilson, Executive Head of the SMILE
Trust and Manchester Federation of Schools
reflects;
“To me the work we are doing is life changing.
I know that to change a community takes
a decade. The speech, language and
communication aspect is the holy grail of
transforming our community. We need to
produce upwardly mobile people. The work
we are doing is truly wonderful. I am so glad I
discovered your organisation”
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Communication Ambassadors
Why?

What?

What happened?

In areas of high social deprivation a higher
number of children will experience speech,
language and communication needs (SLCN)
- especially language delay. Prior to the
national year of communication, polling
identified that parents often did not know
how to identify if their child had SLCN and
understand the milestones their child would
be expected to be meeting, only 18.9% said
they knew what a child should be saying at
certain ages and stages.

During Hello, 408 volunteer Communication
Ambassadors for children’s speech, language
and communication were recruited and
trained in 29 areas, 27 of which were socially
deprived. This exceeds the objective to recruit
400 in 20 socially deprived areas. This project
was delivered nationally in partnership
between The Communication Trust and I CAN,
members of the Trust’s Consortium.

The main aim of the project was to establish
a network of up to 400 volunteers to take
on the role of Communication Ambassadors
for children’s speech, language and
communication by March 2012. It was able to
meet and surpass its targets, partly as a result
of building strong local partnerships with local
authorities, children’s centres and other local
services who, with support:

Local partners from children’s centres,
local authorities and speech and language
therapy teams worked with I CAN to recruit
and support a team of Ambassadors in each
area to spread the word to parents about
children’s communication. Each Ambassador
received training and a supporting toolkit
of information to increase their knowledge
and understanding of speech, language and
communication. They were asked to share
this information and hand out the resources
provided for up to 20 families per volunteer
within the local community.

• Led the recruitment of Communication
Ambassadors in their local communities
• ‘Hosted’ the volunteers and training
• Provided a local point of contact and support

However, a high number of parents reported
that they would talk to friends and family if
they had concerns. 50.2% of parents polled
who had a child with a communication need
said they’d mostly talked to their family and
40.8% had mostly talked to friends. These
figures were higher than for any group of
professionals. Ensuring that support networks
for families and local communities are well
informed, supported to help identify and
support parents to get the help they need for
their children is therefore crucial.

39 workshops/training sessions for 408
Ambassadors were delivered.
99% of Communication Ambassadors
reported after the workshop that they felt
confident in approaching other parents about
children’s communication development.
The project supported local awareness raising,
with Ambassadors distributing 25,000 free
resources and information packs about
children’s language development to over
8,000 families who may be described by
agencies as “hard to reach” or those with
whom agencies often have no contact.
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A unique identity for the project was created
and branded t-shirts, goody bags, pens and
more provided to partners and volunteers
to help foster a sense of participation and
membership of a ‘movement’. A termly
newsletter has kept the network up to date
with news and ideas from fellow Ambassadors
to motivate their continued engagement with
families.
Improved relationships with local partners
Both I CAN and individual Communication
Ambassadors reported improved relationships
with local partners in most areas. Responses
across each community were positive,
although for some Communication
Ambassadors, it was very difficult to engage
with the local GP surgeries to display
materials.
Clear roles and responsibilities were agreed
with each partner and with volunteers – with
regular communication and support from I
CAN. The partners led the recruitment and
potential Communication Ambassadors were
drawn from parents, carers and other local
people, many of whom were already using the
children’s centre.

In three of the areas, as the partnerships
developed, the model was adapted, for
example to allow the local speech, language
and therapy team to pilot a ‘train the trainer’
approach by running the training sessions
themselves for new volunteers.
Communication Ambassadors reported
they felt confident in approaching
other parents with regards to children’s
communication development after the
workshop
99% of Communication Ambassadors
reported that they were confident about
passing on information about children
learning to talk and 100% of Ambassadors
felt they had the information they needed
about language development after attending
their training session. Most felt inspired and
motivated by what they learned and found
the toolkit of resources they received helpful:
“I felt positive after training. I started with
a list of people I knew and then distributed
resources through work and a voluntary
group.”
Some Communication Ambassadors found
their new role hard at first, but reported that
once they started, their confidence increased:
“I found the target of 20 families daunting
initially - but ended up reaching more!”
“It’s difficult to start with, but much easier if
you had resources on you – I used them as a
starting point, like ‘I used this with my own
toddler’.”
The training sessions enabled Ambassadors
to explore the ways in which they could pass
on their knowledge and information to local
families. As a result the Ambassadors had
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many different ways to approaching their task.
Some organised events to engage parents
and distribute information and resources
about language development using the ‘event
bursaries’ provided through the project. Others
met or spoke to individuals informally.
The Ambassadors generally agreed that
talking to groups worked best:

also more engaged with their local children’s
centre.”
Many Ambassadors reported that the parents
they had engaged with were not aware
that they could refer their child to a speech
and language therapist directly themselves,
without having to go through a GP.

“I ran a workshop at a homeless shelter and
at school – lots of parents attended. They
were very surprised when shown the stages of
communication.”

The experience of Ambassadors and the
partners was that a specific approach was
needed in supporting families traditionally
regarded as “hard to reach” and not used to
contact with formal agencies. Most of the
volunteers recruited were parents and this
enabled them to speak to other parents ‘peerto-peer’.

Several Communication Ambassadors found
their training had an impact on their own
children’s language and confidence. One
reported that the training and knowledge
has helped with her own child who has really
come out of their shell.

“You have a personal relationship with them
(of some kind) so it’s very different to posting
resources because they know you or at least
have seen your face around locally and they
can see that you’re a parent too and it’s been
useful for you too.”

“I have been to birthday parties wearing my tshirt and was approached many parents.”

Communication Ambassadors have
developed stronger ties between the
parents reached and the local children’s
centre or setting through organising
activities and events.
Anecdotally, Communication Ambassadors
report that they have been able to raise
awareness about children’s centres and the
services on offer, sometimes encouraging
attendance and countering misconceptions or
misunderstandings about local services. The
local partners reported this too:
“There has been an increase in families seeking
advice from local services… from a local
authority perspective this is really helping with
spreading information.”
“A Cooking Club for young mums brought
speech, language and communication
messages into the club after talking with a
Communication Ambassador and are now
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“The idea is to get [the] people who will not
talk to health visitor. [They] will talk to other
mums but not someone with a professional
hat on.”

“We have an improved relationship with
parents… it’s definitely helped increase their
confidence coming into the centre and working
alongside us. And also helps if we have a family
we have concerns about we know we can
refer the Ambassador onto that parent. If it’s a
simple problem parent to parent is better than
a professional stepping in.”
Links were also made with some of the most
marginalised families in the community
including the wives and children of offenders,
travellers, Somali refugees and many others.
In order to ascertain the impact of the project
on parents, each of the resources distributed
by the Ambassadors included a postcard
questionnaire.
Parents postcard questionnaire
Yes %

No%

Do you know more about children
learning to talk?

94.81

5.19

Do you know where to find more
information?

94.6

5.4

Will you do anything differently
with your child?

92.79

7.21

Local services feel that the parents they
serve are better informed about children’s
communication:
The Communication Ambassadors were
provided with easy to understand, accessible,
tried and tested ‘universal’ materials which
they passed directly to parents, as well as
GPs, local children’s services or parenting/
information web sites.
Local services reported:
“We didn’t realise how much parents didn’t
know. Having Communication Ambassadors
there to pass on information to parents has
helped raise awareness and highlight what the
Borough needs to address.”

95%

Know more
about children
learning to talk

93%

Will do anything
differently with
your child

95%

Know where
to find more
information

Communication Ambassadors also provided
qualitative feedback about the level of parent
awareness and understanding as a result of
their work with parents:
“I believe that information will help people to
feel more comfortable seeking help. Prompting
good communication did get people thinking
more about how their children communicate.”
“Because of the training I felt I had the right
information and cheered the parents up and
could advise where to get help. Maybe people
need a little nudge to seek help and for them
to know that it is not unusual to seek help.
Most were really shocked by the statistics and
encouraged to take action.”
“Parents were saying – I wish we’d known
that before and asked for information about
communicating with their teenagers.”
“The first mum I talked to said she had
concerns about her son and that the
information I gave her really helped.”

What did we learn?
The Communication Ambassadors model was
a successful one, which can be built upon
and developed. Through the programme
a ‘volunteer ambassador’ model has been
developed and delivered that could be
shared with other organisations as a training
programme or outreach template.
An estimated 200-250 Communication
Ambassadors have been active after the first
year of the project. The majority of partners
wish to continue with the project. How
they wish to continue working varies: some
want to ‘grow’ the network and recruit new
Communication Ambassadors; others want to
target and reach different groups of families
with their current crop of Communication
Ambassadors.
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Saying goodbye to
Hello and looking
to the future

Hello was a unique opportunity to highlight the importance
of children’s ability to talk, listen and take part. It showed the
fundamental role played by adults in enabling this to happen and
supporting them to spot children who struggle. Hello provided simple
messages and gave the issue a voice, though national and local
media, websites and social networking. It captured local passion and
magnified it through the national campaign.
There are many lessons to be learned from Hello which will inform
future work. The levels of knowledge before the campaign were very
low. Not many people were able to fully grasp how important a child’s
speech, language and communication skills will be to their life overall.
Not many people could recognise a child showing signs that they
struggle with their speech, language and communication. People
didn’t know where to turn for information and support.
There is a need for a root and branch approach to speech, language
and communication and SLCN – we need to continue to work to make
communication everybody’s business. We need to reach saturation
levels with information and support for a range of audiences. We need
to take information and rework it so it meets the needs of the person
using it, so it’s helpful and practical for them to put into practice right
away.
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Hello...
Hello didn’t happen in a vacuum. Services for children, young people
and families were changing during the year, though despite some
real challenges, an army of local co-ordinators were able to actively
support the campaign. These changes continue and though they
could mean a loss of impact, they could also offer opportunities in the
continued journey to improve things for children with SLCN.
Hello has left behind a legacy that can be used to drive forward
positive approaches for children with SLCN; building on local practice
and ensuring our children have a voice in the new changing landscape.
It has left behind tangible solutions, clear messages, information
and resources. Communication is more embedded in national policy,
though needs to be consistently translated to universal practice.
Hello has trialled models of provision, enhancing local practice,
evidencing the positive outcomes that can be achieved for children
and young people. It has created national and local partnerships that
reinforce the strength of the collective voice so that children with SLCN
do not get missed or misunderstood.

 e became involved because we feel
W
passionately that communication is
essential and should be a priority. Hello
offered us the opportunity to raise
awareness of what is often a ‘hidden
disability’ and help children to get the
support they need.
Our involvement in Hello brought personal and
professional benefits, as well as raising the
profile of our department and the way that we
work. Our positive campaigning experiences
brought us closer together as a group and
we were able to work closely with partner
agencies and the general public to develop
their understanding of typical communication
development and SLCN (using the fantastic
resources produced by The Communication
Trust).

Hello evaluation has shown parents and the children’s workforce know
more about the importance of speech, language and communication.
They feel more confident about spotting children who are struggling,
where to go for help and what to do to support these children.

Hello is not the end of the journey. The focus can’t
be allowed to divert away from helping children to
be understood. The lessons learnt from Hello about
the scale of the challenge and the importance of
solutions with lasting impact, mean that there is
more of a need now than ever.

Hello...

Speech and

We were also able to raise awareness of the
campaign, our role and our department at a
national and strategic level, through meetings
with MPs and participating in a Parliamentary
Reception.
In addition to these achievements, we were
proud to be the winners of the ‘Partnership’
category at the Birmingham Community
Healthcare NHS Trust Spring 2012 Staff
Awards, which evidenced the recognition of
our work as being beneficial to the Trust, as
well as service users.
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I was project manager of a review to inform
the development of jointly commissioned
services for children and young people with
SLCN in Worcestershire.
The review concluded in 2011 and
Worcestershire’s online SLCN Pathway and
newly designed services were launched at a
series of Hello events. We entered the Shine a
Light Awards 2011 and were delighted to win
the Commissioning Award.
Speech, language and communication services
have been at the forefront of the development
of joint commissioning with Worcestershire
County Council and NHS Worcestershire
sharing resources at all levels, working from a
strategic to an operational level.
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Most importantly the review has already
made a real difference to the outcomes for
children and young people, such as a decrease
in waiting times for speech and language
therapy services, and earlier identification
of children experiencing SLCN has led to an
increase in referrals of children under 3 years
old.
We have also been able to introduce
consistent standards of service provision and
delivery across our whole service area.
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Hello...
We’re a member of The Communication
Trust’s consortium. We know about the
central importance of speech, language and
communication which is why we were keen
to become involved.
Stammering is often overlooked and working
with the Trust makes it easier to get it on
the agenda. It was important to be involved,
especially as Hello started at the same time as
The King’s Speech film came out which helped
promote our cause on a wider scale.
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Activities like No Pens Day Wednesday had a
phenomenal impact on awareness in schools
and it was backed up with help the teachers
needed. For those who showed an interest
I have no doubt it was ‘educational and
inspirational’.

Hello also gave us the opportunity to work
with other organisations as more people got
involved and gave speech, language and
communication awareness raising a better
focus and a boost.

Hello...

Anna ARCEeCeenvtree s

Hello...
I was very excited to get involved with the
Hello campaign and was glad I was offered
a place on the Operations Group. I was quite
heavily committed to the campaign and felt
I contributed positively by helping others to
drop the jargon and discuss issues plainly and
simply.
The monthly themes helped the campaign
to be quite varied and gave people the
opportunity to get involved in certain areas,
which then linked to the larger campaign.
I felt I was able to make a valuable
contribution to the resources and materials,
in terms of sharing the right information in a
format that is easy to understand. I thought
No Pens Day Wednesday was very successful
because it’s something schools can continue to
use and it can be embedded in their practices.

Hello was also about raising awareness of the
importance of communication for all children
and I thought this was well positioned
throughout the national year. It wasn’t
just about children with SLCN and that was
messaged very successfully.
The Trust’s Hello website and resources were
excellent and they’re still available now so it’s
a great legacy, which I hope will continue.
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Hello has also been fantastic for parents and
families because the level of information and
resources the Trust has been able to produce
has enabled us to signpost support that is so
desperately needed.
I feel the Trust delivered an excellent
campaign and their attempts to engage
the media were very successful. I also really
appreciated support around tools for engaging
the media as this was a new area of work for
me and has helped ACE to build on this for our
future.
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Perhaps the campaign didn’t reach as many
people as it could have done, because of the
budget cut, but it has made a real difference
to the organisations it has reached. I think
parents who came into contact with aspects of
the campaign – including resources – will have
benefitted.
If Hello could only leave one legacy, I think it
should be the resources – especially trying to
encourage the Communication Ambassadors
and No Pens Day Wednesday in schools.

Hello...

Manager,

We became involved with The
Communication Trust because we agreed
with the philosophy that a collective voice
is louder than individual ones. So it made
sense to add our weight to the campaigning
and the high profile that the Trust was
driving for children and young people with a
wide range of SLCN.

Chris Pni,kmeember of Hello

We were involved in Hello by taking part in No
Pens Day Wednesday, one of the key events
of the campaign. As a school, we celebrated
the event by learning Makaton signs, creating
a puppet theatre and composing music for
films.
A number of our students struggle with
talking, listening and understanding, and this
was a great opportunity to develop their skills
as well as exploring alternative ways they can
interact with others.
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The students were able to interact with a
variety of pupils from across the school, which
will be different from their normal routine and
increase their confidence to talk to people
outside their class or friendship group.

Our students really benefitted from being able
to focus on the person they are talking to, as
opposed to having to think about how to get
their language right on paper.
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Hello would not have happened without the efforts of a large number
of committed people.

Thank
you to...
• Every practitioner, parent, child
and young person who did
their bit, no matter how big or
how small, to shout about the
importance of speech, language
and communication.
•Rt Hon John Bercow, Speaker of
the House of Commons
• Jean Gross, the Communication
Champion, and her team –
John Browning and Amanda
Greenlees
• BT – Julie Hindley and Steve Kelly
• Pearson Assessment – Simone
Gilson, Amanda Wynn, Chris
Hall, Lesley Munro, Linda Roust
• Department for Education and
the Department of Health
• The 200 strong local
co-ordinators
• The Hello Operations Group –
Jonathon Douglas, Chris Pike,
Katie Clarke, Anne Bailey, Sue
Horner, Janet Cooper
• Vodafone World of Difference
volunteers – Alison Marrs, Linda
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Rooney, Robin Barwise
• The Communication Trust team
– past and present
• The 47 members of the
Communication Consortium
• Communication Council
• BT secondee programme Sandra Telford
• Royal College of Speech and
Language Therapists
• National Family Week
• Chapman Entertainment
• FINK
• O2 and the National Youth
Agency
• The South Manchester
International Learning Enterprise
– with special thanks to the staff
and students at Baguley Hall
Primary School, Benchill Primary
School, Newall Green Primary
School and Newall Green High
School
• The Talk of the Town speech and
language therapist – Alison Miller

• The Talk of the Town consultants
– Kath Paintin and Christine Gareis
• Manchester University – Mel
Ainscow, Frances Gallannaugh
and Kirstin Kerr
• I CAN for their work on
the strategic projects
Communication Ambassadors
and A Chance to Talk
• The 408 Communication
Ambassador volunteers and the
29 Children’s Centres and other
settings that were involved in
the project
• The Shine a Light judges Helen Moylett, Julie Dockrell,
Bernadette Duffy, Sally Thomas,
Liz Roberts, Dame Clare Tickell,
Professor Geoff Lindsay, Virginia
Beardshaw, Amanda Ryalls,
Kamini Gadhok, Professor Sue
Roulstone, Katie Clark, Abigail
Beverly, Avril Nicoll, Professor
Neil Mercer, Sue Horner, Lorraine
Petersen, Elizabeth Ainge, Amy
Griggs, Hilary Berry, Caroline
Sheridan, Lisa MacLeod, Guy
Barber, Ben McLeod, Jonathan
Douglas, Steve Kelly, Chris Hall,

Sean Stockdale, Julie Hindley,
Chris Pike, Pete Henshaw, Lesley
Munro, Jean Gross, Andrew Ball,
Beki Martin, Laura Smith, Wendy
Lee, Anita Kerwin-Nye, Mark
Beagan
• Shine a Light host – Vanessa
Feltz
• Members of the House of
Commons and House of Lords
who supported the campaign
• Autism Education Trust and the
Dyslexia Sp-LD Trust
• Supporters of No Pens Day
Wednesday – Professor Mick
Waters, Professor Andrew
Pollard, Sir Jim Rose, all the
schools that took part in the day
and all the people who helped
produce the resources
• Paul Hamlyn Foundation
• Our designers – Debbie Ripley
and The Design Conspiracy
• Elizabeth Jarman
• Netmums
• Tentacle Media
• NL Productions
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